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Abstract 

 

Perceptions and Preferences of Autonomous and Shared Autonomous 

Vehicles: A Focus on Dynamic Ride-Sharing 

 

Krishna Murthy Gurumurthy, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor: Kara M. Kockelman 

 

This thesis covers certain aspects of autonomous and shared autonomous vehicles (S/AVs), 

with a focus on dynamic ride-sharing (DRS). The first part investigates Americans’ preferences 

in adopting AVs. Rapid advances in technologies have accelerated the timeline for public use of 

fully-automated and communications-connected vehicles. Public opinion on self-driving vehicles 

or AVs is evolving rapidly, and many behavioral questions have not yet been addressed. This study 

emphasizes AV mode choices, including Americans’ willingness to pay (WTP) to ride with a 

stranger in a shared AV fleet vehicle on various trip types and the long-distance travel impacts of 

AVs. 2,588 complete responses to a stated-preference survey with 70 questions provide valuable 

insights on privacy concerns and crash ethics, safety and ride-sharing with strangers, long-distance 

travel and preferences for smarter vehicles and transport systems. While the starting sample data 

were relatively demographically unbiased, Texans were purposefully over-sampled, and all 

statistics adjusted/corrected (via sample weights) to match US demographics on gender, education, 

income, and age. Weighted results suggest that Americans are willing to pay, on average, $2073 

to own AVs over conventional vehicles and an additional $1078 to maintain/include a manual 

driving option on such vehicles. Ride-sharing will be popular at 75¢ per mile, under most 

scenarios, and many Americans are willing to pay $1, on average, to anonymize their trip ends’ 

addresses. Most are also willing to let children 16 years of age and older have unsupervised access 

to AVs (both privately owned and shared). Nearly 50% of long-distance travel appears captured 
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by AVs and SAVs in the future, rather than airlines, at least for one-way trip distances up to 500 

miles. 

Two hurdle models (which allow for a high share of zero-value responses) were estimated: 

one to predict WTP to share a ride and another to determine WTP to anonymize location while 

using AVs. The first two-part model shows how travel time delays, person and household 

attributes, and land use densities can significantly affect Americans’ willingness to share rides. 

The second hurdle model suggests that traveler age, presence of children, household income, 

vehicle ownership and driver’s license status are major predictors of one’s WTP to obscure pick-

up and drop-off locations. 

A binary logit was used to model current mode choice for long-distance (over 50 miles, 

one-way) travel (between one’s private car and an airplane), with household income as the leading 

predictor. On average, older Americans and/or those with children prefer such travel by car. 

Finally, a multinomial logit anticipated mode shifts when AVs and SAVs become available and 

affordable. Everything else constant, private cars remain preferred by older people, but SAVs may 

be used in the future for more business travel. 

In the second part of this thesis, a trip-matching framework is programmed to evaluate 

DRS opportunities for trips across Orlando, Florida. Transportation network companies (TNCs) 

are regularly demonstrating the economic and operational viability of DRS to any destination 

within a city, thanks to real-time information from smartphones. In the foreseeable future, fleets 

of SAVs may largely eliminate the need for human drivers, while lowering per-mile operating 

costs and increasing the convenience of travel. This may dramatically reduce private vehicle 

ownership and deliver extensive use of SAVs. Using AirSage’s cellphone-based trip tables across 

1,267 zones over 30 consecutive days, this study anticipates DRS matches (by assigning 

independent travelers with overlapping routes in time and space to the same SAV) and simulates 

SAV travel across the Orlando network to determine optimal SAV fleet size. Those results suggest 

significant opportunities for DRS-enabled SAVs: Nearly 60% of the single-person trips can be 

shared with other persons traveling solo and with less than 5 minutes added travel time (to arrive 

at their destinations). This value climbs to 80% and 86% for 15 and 30 minutes of added wait or 

travel time, respectively. On the average travel day in Orlando, a fleet of just 30,000 SAVs can 

serve nearly 45% of those 3 million person-trips traveled solo. In other words, just 1 SAV per 100 
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person-trips is able to serve almost half of the region’s demand, helping reduce congestion while 

filling up passenger vehicle seats. 

 

Keywords: Autonomous Vehicles; Shared; Dynamic Ride-Sharing; Travel Behavior Survey; 

Models; Willingness to Pay; Mode Choice; Privacy; Fleet Simulation; Cellphone Dataset; 

Orlando 
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PART 1: DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF AMERICANS’ AUTONOMOUS 

VEHICLE PREFERENCES: QUESTIONS ON LONG-DISTANCE 

TRAVEL, RIDE-SHARING, PRIVACY, & CRASH ETHICS 

Chapter 1: Introduction to AV Survey Results 

Public opinion regarding vehicle automation and fully automated, or autonomous, vehicles 

(AVs) are evolving rapidly. Past studies suggest that AVs, once a distant reality, are becoming 

more acceptable over time, and may be a real mode option in the relatively near future (see, e.g., 

Vujanic and Unkefer, 2011; Schoettle and Sivak, 2014; Bansal and Kockelman, 2016). Sommer 

(2013) reported that around half of Americans were concerned about riding in an AV, even though 

they admitted to the technology’s many benefits, and this view was supported by respondents to 

Schoettle and Sivak’s (2014) survey. A more recent U.S. survey, by Kelly Blue Book (2016), 

suggests that respondents believed conventional vehicles are still safer than AVs – at least for the 

time-being. Schoettle and Sivak’s (2016) second AV survey revealed similar reactions, with more 

than 35% of U.S. respondents very concerned about AVs, and partial autonomy less feared. Bansal 

and Kockelman (2016), MIT AgeLab (Abraham et al., 2016), Deloitte (2014) and Lee et al. (2017) 

have all concluded that younger people are more likely to use AVs, so demographic evolution is 

also important to consider, when anticipating the future use and adoption of advanced transport 

technologies. Until AVs are widely available in showrooms, at reasonably affordable prices, there 

will be regular fluctuations in public perceptions in any country or setting. Thus, regular survey 

efforts, and better surveys, with greater nuance, can make valuable contributions to transportation 

planning, policymaking, and vehicle production decisions. 

With ride-hailing applications maintaining a steady increase in mode shares, especially in 

dense settings like San Francisco (SFMTA, 2015), and several studies illuminating the operational 

benefits of dynamic ride-sharing (DRS) (see, e.g., Agatz et al., 2010; Bischoff et al., 2016; Fagnant 

and Kockelman, 2016; Loeb et al., 2017; Farhan and Chen, 2017), a shift towards shared AVs 

(SAVs) with DRS options is expected. However, detailed studies on DRS have not yet been 

conducted. Bansal and Kockelman (2016) estimated SAV use for different pricing levels, but do 

not delve into ride-sharing. Quarles and Kockelman (2018) have recent, unpublished results that 
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suggest about 16% of Americans are willing to share rides with strangers by paying about 40 

percent less (e.g., 60 ct/mile rather than $1 per mile of SAV use). However, response-time or 

waiting time analysis has not been carried out. To the best of the author’s knowledge, only one 

study, in Australia, by Krueger et al. (2016) captures such nuances, by modeling a discrete choice 

decision between SAVs without DRS, SAVs with DRS, and a respondent-specific travel 

alternative. They concluded that DRS is a preferred option among the young people and the people 

who regularly use carsharing services, while recognizing the limitation of response bias that can 

emerge from posting such hypothetical questions. Similar studies in the United States have not yet 

been conducted. 

Privacy and data security are another relevant topic, with one survey suggesting that 

privacy is Americans’ top concern when choosing to not use AVs (Schoettle and Sivak, 2014). 

Existing work in this area lacks many details: e.g., what are people willing to pay for privacy-

enforcing measures? Related to this, automation can pose ethical dilemmas. Bonnefon et al. (2016) 

and Goodall (2017) believe that public opinion must be considered in crash-response programming 

and the like. Jenkins (2016) and Lin (2017) have described several possible outcomes of an 

inevitable crash scenario and Fleetwood (2017) censured algorithms that teach AVs to choose 

targets by force, arguing that they should not be readily allowed for public use. However, the 

public perception of what is most ethical in crash response contexts, and other situations, like who 

is to blame for a computer’s decision or criteria to pass to be allowed to use SAVs, is yet to be 

determined. This survey adds new questions and public opinions to that discussion. 

Finally, the long-distance (LD) travel implications of AVs are an important consideration. 

LaMondia et al. (2016) introduced AVs as new mode for LD trips originating in Michigan. Bansal 

and Kockelman (2016, 2017) suggested that LD-trip frequency may well double, and Perrine et 

al. (2017) are predicting major losses in U.S. airline revenues, long term, once AVs are widely 

available. However, many details are missing, especially questions that probe actual Americans 

on these topics. This study addresses many such investigative gaps.  
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Chapter 2: Survey Design and Data 

The survey consists of 70 questions, tackling various aspects of AV and SAV use, 

including ride-sharing preferences, privacy and security concerns, ethical implications of crash 

response algorithms, long-distance travel shifts, and future travel choices, with each subject section 

having about 5 to 8 questions. 

The section on current AV perceptions included questions on impressions of and WTP for 

AVs, SAV use, and DRS with strangers. Questions regarding an acceptable age for children/young 

people to travel individually or in a group were also asked, along with questions regarding 

opportunities for serving persons with disabilities. AA slider response was used to obtain 

continuous responses on WTP, including for DRS with a stranger - by time of day (night vs. 

daytime) and assuming different time delays. The value of providing one’s location en route (to a 

close friend or family member, to increase travelers’ sense of security) was also addressed, when 

sharing an SAV ride with an unknown person.  

To assess the ethical implications, three distinct ethical dilemmas were posed to the 

respondents: two regarding AV crashes with a pedestrian and other cars on the road, and one 

addressing crash responsibility. Questions on LD travel were based on mode-choice preferences 

for different types of trips and a respondent’s typical LD trip. A demographic section was included 

towards the survey’s end, to provide control variables and correct for various sampling biases, to 

better represent the U.S. population. 

2.1 DATA COLLECTION 

Survey Sampling International’s (SSI’s) panel of Americans was used to access 

respondents from across the United States. Nearly 10,000 Americans were targeted before the 

required sample attributes were obtained, due to two screening procedures. The first screen 

blocked respondents from accessing the survey in its entirety if they failed to answer two initial 

basic questions regarding AVs and SAVs, after relevant information was provided. The second 

level of screening was done by removing respondents who took less than 15 minutes to complete 

the survey, since a low response time was deemed unrealistic for anyone going through this 70-
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question long survey. Both screens helped ensure respondents were intellectually engaged, and 

paying attention. 

Most questions contained a text input option as “Other: _____” for respondents to 

elaborate, and expand response options. These inputs were manually mapped to an existing option 

or to a new option, as appropriate. After screening respondents and remapping responses, usable 

sample size was n = 2,588 respondents, from across the United States, with purposeful 

oversampling (n = 1258) of Texans, due to the research sponsor’s (the Texas Department of 

Transportation’s) strong interest in understanding Texans’ preferences. Both sets of responses are 

given below, after a discussion on sample weighting or expansion. 

2.2 POPULATION WEIGHTING 

The 2,588 complete responses were associated with household and person-level weights to 

ensure that all reported statistics and regression analyses reflect the broader population of interest. 

The U.S. Census Bureau’s Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) for years 2011-2015 provided 

national and state percentages across various classifications: location (Texas vs. U.S.), income and 

race, household size and worker count, vehicle ownership, age, gender, educational attainment and 

marital status. Certain demographics were under-represented (e.g., males who had not finished 

high school) and some others were overrepresented (e.g., gender ratio was 47/53 rather than 49/51, 

24% of the sample were people 65 years or older rather than 18%), resulting in slightly higher 

weights. A MATLAB code, available in Appendix A, performed iterative proportional fitting over 

all the combinations of dimensions, ending once categorical percentages fell within 0.001% of the 

population percentages. Population-weighted sample characteristics are shown in Table 2.1. All of 

the following results reflect these adjustments to raw sample statistics. 
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Table 2.1: Survey Data’s Population-Weighted Summary Statistics 

Sample Demographics Mean SD Min Max 

Age (in yrs) 46.00 16.34 21 70 

Gender (Male) 48.64 % - 0 1 

Employed Full-Time 37.59 % - 0 1 

Education – Bachelor’s 17.56 % - 0 1 

U.S. License Holder 89.77 % 24.86 % 0 1 

Disabled 7.91 % - 0 1 

HH Size 2.330 1.047 1 11 

HH Annual Income $70,340 $47,226 $5,000 $250,000 

No. of Workers in HH 1.150 0.951 0 5 

No. of Children in HH 0.535 0.917 0 9 

No. of Vehicles in HH 1.750 0.960 0 6 

2.3 CURRENT AV PERCEPTIONS 

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the survey’s first section gauged perceptions of AVs. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the public’s opinion on driving preferences, benefits offered with AV use, 

concerns in using them, and considerations at play in owning an AV. In general, Texans’ responses 

do not differ by much, in any survey section, but there are some questions in which notable 

differences emerge. For example, 36.4% Americans enjoy driving conventional vehicles and do 

not plan on using AVs in the future, while just 26.7% of Texans give that response. 31.8% Texans 

(vs. 29.4% of Americans overall) want to keep the AV option open for their travel, even though 

they enjoy driving, while 15.0% of Texans (vs. 11.6% of Americans) expect to prefer AV use to 

driving.  

The great majority (92.9% Americans and 90.5% of Texans) believe that safety is a major 

AV benefit, yet over 60% are concerned that AVs may not be safe enough, with faulty software 

being a top concern. The mixing of AVs and conventional vehicles on public roadway is also an 

important concern. Top factors favoring AV ownership, instead of U.S. households relying more 

on SAVs, are the ability to store items in one’s own vehicle and keeping one’s own vehicle 

relatively clean or free of other’s germs, while enjoying greater privacy and flexibility in their AV 

use decisions. It was unusual to find an AV’s self-parking ability to be chosen by less than 2% of 

Americans as a major benefit. Proxy information about individuals with a disability was assessed, 

and 59.2% of Americans and 60.3% of Texans acknowledged that they knew at least one person 
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among their immediate family, relatives, friends or neighbors, who was disabled and would benefit 

from the use of SAVs. 

Americans appear WTP, on average, $2073 more to own an AV as compared to a 

conventional vehicle, plus another $1078 if that new AV includes a human-driving mode option. 

Table 2.2: Driving Preferences and Factors Affecting AV Ownership 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Current driving preferences 

Enjoys driving and does not 

plan to use AVs 
36.4% 26.7% 

Does not like driving and 

will prefer AV use 
11.6% 15.0% 

Enjoys driving but will prefer 

some AV use 
29.4% 31.8% 

Prefers only non-motorized 

modes of travel 
2.9% 0.9% 

Prefers some driving as well 

as some AV use 
17.5% 14.0% 

Does not like driving but 

does not plan to use AVs 
0.5% 1.3% 

Expected major benefits of AVs & SAVs 

Safety improvement offered 

by AVs 
92.9% 90.5% Reliability 1.7% 5.1% 

Congestion relief 2.8% 1.9% Self-parking 1.4% 2.2% 

Convenience of travel 2.6% 2.0%  

Expected major concerns of AVs 

Safety against crashes offered by AVs is still questionable 66.5% 62.5% 

Faulty software in AVs 75.6% 71.1% 

Confusion among human drivers and AVs on the streets 49.9% 51.9% 

Privacy breaches inside AVs 16.9% 19.1% 

Others tracking one’s home or work location is easier with AVs 30.3% 39.3% 

Factors causing one to own AVs instead of sharing SAVs 

Parking space availability 6.1% 7.4% 
Privacy benefits of owning 

an AV 
19.9% 15.4% 

Relative cost of AVs over 

conventional cars 
15.2% 11.0% 

Hygiene concerns about 

SAVs that are not clean 

due to previous use and 

possible presence of germs 

8.2% 11.6% 

Availability of children’s car 

seats in one’s own AV 
13.3% 14.7% Security and safety 0.4% 1.3% 

Ability to leave small items 

behind in one’s own AV 
21.4% 22.7% 

 

Storage space for large items 15.6% 15.4% 
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2.4 RIDE-HAILING AND SAV USE 

The survey’s second section emphasizes ride-hailing applications and SAV use, including 

respondents’ willingness to allow children to use AVs. Responses, shown in Table 2.3, suggest 

that only 32.5% of Americans (and 33.3% of Texans) have personal ride-hailing experience. 

Among these ride-hailing users, only 27.3% (across the U.S., and 14.7% from Texas) have shared 

their rides with strangers.  

Texans appear to believe that children should be at least 17 years to use privately owned 

(household) AVs, while the average American appears comfortable with a 16-year-old threshold. 

However, 62.2% of Americans were against the idea of sending their own children, at any age, in 

an SAV, without an adult escort. Texans were slightly more comfortable in such private-AV-use 

behavior, with an acceptance rate of 45.7%. 

Table 2.3: Americans' Perspectives on Ride-Hailing and SAV Use 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Age appropriate for RIDE-HAILING 

services 
Age appropriate for children to use parents’ AVs 

Median age (in years) 16.0 16.0 Median age (in years) 16.0 16.0 

Average age (in years) 16.0 16.3 Average age (in years) 16.4 17.4 

Response Variable U.S. 
Avg. 

Age 
Texas 

Avg. 

Age 

Is it acceptable to allow a group of children use an SAV without adult supervision? 

Yes, if there are all at least XX years old. 26.2% 16.2 yrs 27.9% 16.1 yrs 

Yes, if any one child in the group is at least XX years 

old. 
23.0% 16.8 yrs 30.9% 16.7 yrs 

No, it is not acceptable to send children in SAVs. 62.2%  54.3%  

2.5 RIDE-SHARING WITH STRANGERS AND WILLINGNESS TO PAY (WTP) 

Public opinion on ride-sharing with strangers (while using an SAV) was assessed in detail. 

First, a hypothetical 5-mile SAV trip was presented and rising travel times (to reflect delay from 

adding another passenger) were added to this trip. Next, each respondent’s willingness to share the 

same, hypothetical, 5-mile trip during the night was assessed. Maximum travel delays for sharing 

trips during the middle of the day and during the night were identified. Any added willingness to 

use DRS when their location was continuously available/broadcast to a family member (or friend) 

was also recorded, for both cases of day and nighttime trip-making. In addition to these 
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preferences, the ideal cost of using an SAV in order to willingly let go of a currently owned 

household vehicle was obtained for different SAV response times (i.e., the time taken between a 

trip request and the SAV’s arrival at the traveler’s origin). All these results are summarized in 

Table 2.4. 

As shown in Table 2.4, only 62.5% Americans and just 54.9% of Texans may be willing 

to share their ride with strangers when no delay accrues (i.e., no time is added to their 5-mile trip). 

This willing-to-share-rides pool of respondents reported an average WTP of 74¢ per trip-mile. 

Interestingly, all scenarios of added travel time returned a similar average. Americans (and Texans) 

may be more interested in their trip distance than their travel time, once they have opted to share 

their ride.  

Table 2.4: Ride-Sharing Preferences During Daytime 

Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Willingness to use SAV with strangers, no additional time 

Yes 22.5% 30.0% 

Maybe 40.0% 24.9% 

No 37.5% 35.1% 

Average WTP (per mile) $0.74 $0.71 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Willingness to use SAV with strangers, 5 min. 

additional time 

Willingness to use SAV with strangers, 15min. 

additional time 

Yes 18.5% 23.2% Yes 6.0% 8.8% 

Maybe 34.8% 31.9% Maybe 19.1% 21.6% 

No 46.7% 45.0% No 75.0% 69.6% 

Average WTP (per mile) $0.73 $0.69 Average WTP (per mile) $0.79 $0.65 

Willingness to use SAV with strangers, 30 

min. additional time 

Willingness to use SAV with strangers, 1 hr. 

additional time 

Yes 2.8% 2.7% Yes 2.2% 2.2% 

Maybe 7.9% 15.6% Maybe 4.2% 5.7% 

No 89.4% 81.7% No 93.6% 92.1% 

Average WTP (per mile) $0.77 $0.65 Average WTP (per mile) $0.74 $0.62 

Table 2.5 describes willingness to share rides (including trip durations, in DRS mode) 

during the day and the night. Very few Americans (just 4.4%, vs. 11.0% of Texans) seem willing 

to share their rides at night (though this may well change, as people become more accustomed to 

SAV and DRS services in the future). Of those willing to use DRS during the middle of the day, 

4.0% more Americans are willing if the service is offered only to people without a prior criminal 
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record. Americans (and Texans) are willing to pay a 10¢-per–mile premium, on average, to share 

a ride during the night (presumably because they need more chauffeured trips at night [for 

consumption of alcohol, for example] or expect lower supply of SAVs at night). On average, 

respondents are more willing to tolerate trip delays at night, presumably because time constrains 

(on work and school arrivals, for example) are more severe during the daytime. 

Table 2.5: Ride-Sharing Preferences at Night 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Willing to share a ride with a stranger in an SAV during the night? 

Yes 4.4% 11.0% 

Maybe, if the stranger has no criminal record 8.0% 5.7% 

Maybe, if the stranger’s identifying information is given ahead of time 4.0% 5.0% 

No 83.7% 78.3% 

Average WTP for those willing to share (in $/mile) $0.87 $0.85 

Maximum trip duration for DRS (with a stranger) in an SAV during middle of day (in 

minutes) 

Mean  29.0 32.6 Median 25.0 26.0 

Maximum trip duration for a shared ride in an SAV during the night (in minutes) 

Mean 34.8 35.4 Median 29.0 30.0 

Maximum trip duration between day and night among those willing to share a ride both in 

the day and in the night 

Average during the day 

(in minutes) 
40.4 47.5 

Average during the night 

(in minutes) 
34.8 35.4 

 

Additional DRS features, like location information broadcast to family or friends for safety 

purposes, resulted in more people (roughly 15%) willing to share rides (during the day and at 

night). However, as seen in Table 2.6, more than 60% of Americans (and Texans) remained 

unwilling to ride-share in an SAV. And over 90% seemed hesitant about paying for such a service. 

Among those willing to pay for such a service, Texans appear to be more concerned about their 

safety than other Americans. 
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Table 2.6: Effects of Ride-Sharing Trip Locations being Broadcasted 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Willingness to use SAV when location is continuously broadcast to family member or friend 

During the middle of the day… During the night… 

Yes, if the location is 

constantly broadcasted 

to family 

43.0% 50.1% 

Yes, if the location is 

constantly broadcasted to 

family 

21.8% 30.9% 

Yes, even without the 

location being 

broadcasted to family 

16.4% 18.7% 

Yes, even without the 

location being 

broadcasted to family 

10.4% 7.4% 

Not willing to share a 

ride with anyone 
40.6% 31.2% 

Not willing to share a 

ride with anyone 
67.8% 61.7% 

WTP for location to be broadcasted to family or friends (to enhance trip safety) 

During the middle of the day… During the night… 

Yes 8.6% 7.9% Yes 6.8% 14.3% 

Maybe 18.1% 30.2% Maybe 8.5% 8.0% 

No 73.2% 61.8% No 84.7% 77.7% 

WTP to share a ride with unknown person during the night if trip locations are continuously 

broadcast to family or friends 

Average WTP (in $/mile) $0.19 $0.23 

Table 2.7 summarizes the cost that an SAV must be operated at, for different response 

times, so that the respondent is comfortable letting go of an existing household vehicle. The 

American Automobile Association (AAA, 2016) estimates that current vehicle ownership and 

operating costs average 50 to 80 cents per mile, once depreciation of purchase costs is reflected. 

Those costs can be higher or lower for vehicles driven fewer or more miles per year than the typical 

U.S. household vehicle. Interestingly, respondents are willing, on average, to pay about that same 

amount for SAV access – and Texans tend to offer more money than the average American. SAV 

users can avoid vehicle maintenance and parking costs and hassles, but they cannot guarantee how 

quickly SAVs will get to them, like they can when walking to their parked vehicle. Actual SAV 

system experiences will end up impacting everyone’s WTP, and service times may vary a fair bit 

by location (e.g., urban vs. suburban trip ends). It is an interesting evolution of supply and demand 

that should one day play out around the world. 
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Table 2.7: Cost of SAVs at Different Response Times to Persuade Reduction in Current Vehicle 

Ownership 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Cost of using SAV in order to replace vehicles that a respondent’s household currently owns 

(in $/mile) 

Average response time 

under 1 minute 
$0.75 $0.83 

Average response time under 

10 minutes 
$0.52 $0.62 

Average response time 

under 2 minutes  
$0.71 $0.75 

Average response time under 

30 minutes 
$0.38 $0.54 

Average response time 

under 5 minutes 
$0.64 $0.71    

2.6 PRIVACY CONCERNS USING AVS AND SAVS 

Privacy is not on top of respondents’ minds when AV-related concerns are requested at the 

survey start (Table 2.2). However, when targeted as a separate topic, more privacy-related concern 

was observed. Table 2.8 demonstrates this, with 89% of Americans (and 83% of Texans) to at least 

some privacy concerns. However, many respondents (39.8% of Americans and 40.6% of Texans) 

appear unwilling to pay to anonymize their location while using SAVs. Respondents were also 

asked to rate their levels of comfort when their location data is used for different socially 

meaningful purposes. Nearly 48%Americans, on average, were comfortable or somewhat 

comfortable with this data being used for policing activities, managing traffic and for general 

community surveillance. However, more than half were against targeted advertising use. 
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Table 2.8: Privacy Concerns Related to AVs and SAVs and WTP for Privacy 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

WTP for anonymizing user location for the entire trip while using an AV or SAV if they opt in 

Average (in $/trip) 1.10 1.19 

Comfort level in allowing trip-location data usage… 

…to aid policing activities with a warrant …for general community surveillance 

Very uncomfortable 17.7% 15.9% Very uncomfortable 19.2% 26.1% 

Somewhat uncomfortable 6.2% 9.1% Somewhat uncomfortable 14.0% 15.1% 

Unsure 22.4% 29.7% Unsure 30.0% 26.3% 

Somewhat comfortable 27.8% 23.6% Somewhat comfortable 23.8% 21.6% 

Very comfortable 25.9% 21.7% Very comfortable 13.0% 10.9% 

…to manage traffic & forecast travel 

conditions 
…to facilitate directed advertising 

Very uncomfortable 15.4% 18.8% Very uncomfortable 42.5% 49.2% 

Somewhat uncomfortable 8.7% 12.6% Somewhat uncomfortable 17.9% 21.3% 

Unsure 22.4% 24.3% Unsure 24.0% 15.9% 

Somewhat comfortable 39.0% 30.2% Somewhat comfortable 11.8% 10.2% 

Very comfortable 14.5% 14.1% Very comfortable 3.8% 3.4% 

2.7 CRASH ETHICS WHILE USING AVS 

Two distinct crash scenarios were presented in the survey, describing an AV crashing into 

a group of pedestrians in one case and crashing into other cars on the road in another. Respondents 

picked from a broad list of options to describe ethical and non-ethical crash outcomes. Table 2.9 

opinions regarding the most ethical outcomes along with the person or business that should be held 

accountable for such events.  

The most popular common believe is that AVs should not change course, once a crash is 

inevitable, and should crash into the first pedestrian or vehicle that crosses its path. Many others 

feel strongly that vehicle and pedestrian differences should be ignored while heading into a crash. 

Presumably, Americans recognize that there is not great solution to most crash situations and no 

new target (like a heavier vehicle or older adult) should be picked, leaving outcomes more to 

random chance and relatively similar to what humans may do under such difficult situations, with 

little response time available. Nevertheless, a strong share of respondents (about 20 percent) would 

like children to be avoided, when feasible, and more crash-hearty vehicles be selected, to minimize 

loss of life. More than 60% believe that AV manufacturers should be held responsible for such 

crashes. 
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Table 2.9: Crash Choices and Responsibilities 

Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Scenario 1: AV inevitably crashing into a group of pedestrians 

AVs must not change course, no matter what, and must crash into whoever 

is ahead. 
54.2% 47.6% 

The crash must should occur without any biases or preferences on age, race 

and gender of individuals in the group of pedestrians. 
24.8% 26.4% 

Children must be avoided under all circumstances. 19.2% 21.1% 

Respondent is unsure if any of the options correctly describes an ethical 

outcome. 
6.8% 9.2% 

AVs must avoid crashing into friends identified in this group. 3.3% 4.2% 

The AV must change into its human-driven operation mode so that the 

human can instinctively decide. 
0.7% 0.3% 

The occupant of the AV must be sacrificed for agreeing to use such a 

vehicle. 
0.3% 0.2% 

Scenario 2: AVs inevitably crashing into other vehicles on the road 

The crash must occur without any biases on vehicle-type, value or 

insurance. 
38.4% 38.9% 

AVs must not change course, no matter what, and must crash into the first 

vehicle it encounters. 
31.8% 31.8% 

The crash must occur such that the overall harm to human-life is minimized 

(e.g., AVs can crash into bigger vehicles.) 
19.9% 19.5% 

The crash must occur such that the harm to the AVs occupants is 

minimized. 
11.4% 12.7% 

Respondent is unsure if any of the options correctly describe an ethical 

outcome. 
5.9% 6.5% 

The crash must occur such that cars identified as belonging to a friend must 

not be damaged. 
1.6% 2.7% 

Response Variable U.S. Texas Response Variable U.S. Texas 

Who should take responsibility for all damages in an unavoidable crash? 

The AV manufacturer 

should take responsibility. 
60.9% 59.7% 

Respondent does not hold 

an opinion. 
5.0% 4.8% 

The programmer who built 

the AV’s algorithm. 
23.2% 23.2% 

Should be decided by 

insurers. 
1.4% 0.4% 

Crashes will continue to 

occur; no one needs to take 

responsibility. 

19.6% 22.2% The courts should decide. 0.6% 1.7% 

The individual who owns the AV and knows the risks that entail operating 

the vehicle should be held responsible for the crash. 
0.4% 1.0% 
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2.8 LONG-DISTANCE (LD) TRAVEL CHOICES 

Various LD trip-making behaviors were investigated, including frequency of LD trip-

making (per month), the longest trip made over the past year, share of LD trips with other persons 

(e.g., alone versus with friends, family, or colleagues), and mode preferences (across trip purposes 

and distance bands). Most LD trips occur with family members, and most respondents travel more 

LD often for personal trips than for business or vacation. 

Over 80% of Americans (and Texans) prefer to use their own household vehicle for any 

non-business trip type under 500 miles. With the introduction of AVs and SAVs, conventional- 

(human-driven) vehicle choice for non-business LD trips under 500 miles drops to 40%. AVs and 

SAVs enjoy a combined mode preference of 49.6% for business trips between 50 and 500 miles 

(one-way distance). For distances over 500 miles (one-way), air travel is preferred, for all trip 

types. Respondents may be expecting that they somehow can better afford air travel in the future, 

since this mode split is not consistent with current airline use splits. These results may be game-

changers for travel demand forecasting when included in LD mode choice analyses in all statewide, 

national, and international travel models.  
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Chapter 3: Model Estimation 

3.1 WILLINGNESS TO PAY FOR DYNAMIC RIDE-SHARING 

WTP for DRS in an SAV was estimated in two parts, to reflect the high number of 

respondents unwilling to share rides with strangers, as shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Respondents Unwilling to Share Rides (in an SAV, for Different Added Times) 

Added 

Time 

% Respondents not 

WTP to Share Rides 

0 minutes  37.47% 

5 46.70 

15 74.99 

30 89.37 

60 93.63 

The two-part model is motivated by Cragg’s (1971) hurdle regression specification and 

was estimated using Stata software (StataCorp., 2015). This approach assesses the hurdle beyond 

which a particular event occurs. Here, the hurdle is one being WTP to share a ride and is estimated 

as a selection variable, 𝑠𝑖, using the maximum likelihood techniques while allowing for 

unobserved heteroscedasticity (across respondents) as a function of age. Correlation between 

responses from the same respondent was accounted for using data stratification in Stata, and an 

independent and identically distributed epsilon is assumed between respondents. A zero-dollar 

lower bound for each respondent’s WTP was imposed as shown below., where 𝐱𝐢 is the vector 

input of predictor variables affecting this $0 selection, 𝛃𝟏 is the associated vector of model 

coefficients and εi,1 is (assumed to be) a normally-distributed error term. 

𝑠𝑖 = {
1          𝑖𝑓 𝐱i𝛃𝟏 + ε𝑖,1 > 0

0             𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒      
 

  The second part of the model estimates the specific amount that one is WTP using an 

exponential regression function, in cases where 𝑠𝑖 = 1. Both equations are estimated 

simultaneously using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). An exponential regression function 

ensures that WTP estimates can only be positive, with 𝐳𝐢 serving as the vector of predictors or 
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explanatory variables, 𝛃𝟐 the vector of parameters to be estimated, and εi,2 as another set of 

independent, identically distributed normal error terms. 

Yi = exp (𝐳𝐢𝛃𝟐 + εi,2) 

Table 3.2 shows the estimated parameters for both the selection model and exponential 

regression model. As expected, the travel time added via ride-sharing significantly affects 

respondents’ decision to ride-share. Presence of a worker in the household reduces one’s 

willingness, perhaps because workers have more constrained activity patterns, and so desire or 

need more independent travel. Interestingly, older people (everything else constant) and those with 

drivers’ licenses are estimated to be less likely to share a ride. Those in households with annual 

incomes between $75,000 and $125,000 appear more likely to share a ride, as compared to other 

income brackets. It is possible that lower income brackets cannot simply afford to use an SAV, 

while those in higher income brackets prefer private rides. 

Respondents with an associate’s degree or higher are more willing to share rides (i.e., offer 

a non-zero valuation for such travel), everything else constant. Interestingly, those currently living 

in more densely populated but less densely employed neighborhoods appear less willy to share 

rides, and this could be people living close to downtown where walking gets you to most places. 

While coefficients of the exponential regression model cannot be used directly to infer 

changes in one’s expected WTP (due to the non-linear transformation that ensures non-negativity 

in this response variable), one finds that added travel time does not significantly affect WTP once 

a traveler is ready to share a ride. Older persons and those without any college education appear 

to be WTP a lower value, assuming they are already willing to share a ride, in this hurdle model 

specification. 
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Table 3.2: Model Estimation Results for WTP to Share a Ride 

Selection Model 

Independent Variables Coefficients T-stat 

Constant 1.14 4.86 

Time added to the shared ride (in minutes) -0.04 -13.80 

Worker present in the household? -0.30 -2.61 

Age of respondent (in years) -0.01 -3.83 

Have U.S. driver’s license? -0.47 -2.59 

Household income between $75k and $125k?  0.36 3.22 

Has attended some college? 0.26 2.14 

Population density (per square mile) -0.3E-4 -2.99 

Employment density (per square mile) 0.5E-4 3.08 

Exponential Regression Model 

Independent Variables Coefficients T-stat 

Constant -0.68 -4.82 

Age of respondent (in years) 0.01 3.13 

Has attended some college? -0.21 -2.66 

Functional Variables for Hetroscedasticity 

Age of respondent (in years): Exponential 

model 
-0.01 -8.00 

Fit statistics 

  Final log-likelihood -1992.5321 

  Pseudo R-square 0.7034 

  Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 9450.88 

  Number of observations (number of respondents) 12,940 (2,588) 

F-test (2, 2586) 7.29 

The change in response when each of the covariates was changed by one standard deviation 

was computed to understand how the expected WTP to share rides may change and this is tabulated 

in Table 3.3. For continuous variables, like respondent’s age, the marginal expected value of WTP 

is calculated one standard deviation away from the mean age, in both directions. For indicator 

variables, the change in responses are determined by completely switching from a base level (like 

0), to the next or subsequent levels (for example, 1, 2, or 3) and then calculating the marginal 

expected value of WTP at that point.  Essentially, a continuous covariate’s mean, plus/minus one 

standard deviation, is used to compute the new mean WTP for the sample and this percent change 

with respect to the previous mean is tabulated and for indicator variables, these percent change 
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values are calculated by assuming all responses are at a high (that is, 1) or some intermediate point 

(like 2, 3 or 4 in a multi-level indicator) and then calculating the new mean. Computed changes in 

expected value of WTP with respect to the initial mean suggests that the lack of a driver’s license 

affects mean values the most, by increasing it by 38%. However, as Americans continue to age, 

the increase in average age will bring it down. When everything else is constant, a one standard 

deviation in average age of Americans can reduce the expected WTP by 27%. As more people fall 

into the middle-class household income category, results suggest that there will be a 26% increase 

in average WTP to share rides. 

Table 3.3: Covariate Elasticities for WTP to Share Rides 

Independent Variables  
% Change 

in WTP 

Worker present in the household? 
Y +19.6% 

N -7.84% 

Age of respondent (in years) 
+1SD -26.86% 

-1SD +18.07% 

Have U.S. driver’s license? 
Y -4.73% 

N +38.19% 

Household income between $75k and $125k?  
Y +26.06% 

N -6.61% 

Has attended some college? 
Y +6.71% 

N -10.02% 

Population density (per square mile) 
+1SD -19.54% 

-1SD +10.49% 

Employment density (per square mile) 
+1SD +21.56% 

-1SD -5.92% 

3.2 WILLINGNESS TO PAY TO ANONYMIZE LOCATION WHILE USING SAVS 

A similar hurdle exponential regression was estimated to determine one’s WTP to 

anonymize pick-up and drop-off locations while using SAVs. Table 3.4 shows the estimated 

coefficients for the two-part model. As expected, respondents who are concerned about privacy 

are more likely to be WTP to anonymize their location. Disabled people and females are more 

likely to be WTP, perhaps because they feel that they are relatively vulnerable and make an easier 

target for criminal behaviors. Vehicle ownership is also estimated to increase a respondent’s WTP 
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to a non-zero value for this anonymization benefit. Older people and those in smaller households 

are estimated to be less likely to pay to anonymize their locations. Household income is an 

interesting factor in this decision, since it oscillates back and forth between different income 

groups. In terms of one’s level of payment, model results suggest that older persons and Caucasians 

are more WTP than those with a driver’s license or those in households with more children. 

Table 3.4: Model Estimation Results for WTP to Anonymize 

Location While Using SAVs 

Selection Model 

Independent Variables Coefficients T-stat 

Constant -0.40 -1.61 

Concerned about privacy? 1.73 9.26 

No disability? -0.69 -5.75 

Household owns 1 vehicle? 0.60 5.40 

                            2 vehicles? 0.67 5.48 

                            3 vehicles? 0.63 4.64 

                            4+ vehicles? 0.66 4.14 

Household size equal to 2? 0.16 2.02 

                          equal to 3? 0.27 2.67 

                          equal to 4+? -0.11 -1.13 

Household workers equal to 1? -0.12 -1.54 

                                equal to 2? -0.10 -1.07 

                                equal to 3? -0.47 -3.14 

                                equal to 4+? -0.51 -1.89 

Age of respondent (in years) -0.02 -11.14 

Is Male? -0.35 -6.35 

Household income: < $20,000 0.72 5.51 

Or                            < $30,000 0.13 1.06 

Or                            < $40,000 -0.02 -0.14 

Or                            < $50,000 0.18 1.31 

Or                            < $60,000 0.17 1.19 

Or                            < $75,000 0.33 2.41 

Or                            < $100,000 0.25 1.87 

Or                            < $125,000 0.17 1.19 

Or                            < $150,000 0.68 3.96 

Or                            < $200,000 0.14 0.84 

Or                            > $200,000 0.70 4.06 

Exponential Regression Model 

Independent Variables Coefficients T-stat 

Constant -0.86 -7.23 
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Table 3.4: Model Estimation Results for WTP to Anonymize 

Location While Using SAVs 

Age of respondent (in years) -0.4E-2 -3.24 

Have U.S. driver’s license? 0.26 3.72 

Caucasian? -0.14 -3.10 

Household has 2 or less children? 0.48 6.11 

Household income: < $20,000 0.23 2.45 

Or                            < $30,000 0.52 5.20 

Or                            < $40,000 0.39 3.67 

Or                            < $50,000 0.18 1.77 

Or                            < $60,000 0.08 0.72 

Or                            < $75,000 0.41 4.07 

Or                            < $100,000 0.38 3.94 

Or                            < $125,000 0.38 3.60 

Or                            < $150,000 0.36 3.22 

Or                            < $200,000 0.54 4.52 

Or                            > $200,000 0.06 0.56 

Population density (per square mile) -0.2E-4 -3.13 

Employment density (per square mile) 0.1E-4 2.48 

Variables with Heteroscedasticity 

Age of respondent (in years): 

Exponential model 
-0.6E-2 -16.62 

Fit statistics 

  Final log-likelihood -705.4893 

  Pseudo R-square 0.6140 

  Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 2244.21 

  Number of observations 2,588 

The changes in responses and marginal expected value of WTP is calculated for this model 

similarly to the previous hurdle model and is shown in Table 3.5. The percentage deviation of the 

expected value of WTP helps identify potential policy impacts to privacy and location 

anonymization decisions. Negative changes on all covariates showed that, although Americans 

seem to want privacy and may be willing to pay for anonymized trips, it may be unlikely that 

privacy will of trip locations will be a concern in the future. They also suggest that, moving 

forward, with the aging population and increasing average wages, there may be a decline in dollar 

amount that Americans are WTP to anonymize a trip. 
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Table 3.5: Covariate elasticities for WTP to Anonymize Location in an SAV  

Independent Variables % Change in WTP 

No disability? 
Y: -35.14% 

N: -13.14% 

Household owns 0 vehicles? -55.58% 

                            1 vehicle? -33.06% 

                            2 vehicles? -30.49% 

                            3 vehicles? -32.00% 

                            4+ vehicles? -30.85% 

Household size equal to 1? -36.15% 

                          equal to 2? -30.34% 

                          equal to 3? -26.54% 

                          equal to 4+? -40.16% 

Household workers equal to 0? -29.73% 

                                equal to 1? -33.98% 

                                equal to 2? -33.25% 

                                equal to 3? -46.97% 

                                equal to 4+? -48.47% 

Age of respondent (in years) 
+1SD:  -55.57%  

-1SD:  -15.00%  

Is Male? 
Y:  -40.04% 

N:  -27.38% 

Household income: < $20,000 -20.95% 

Or                            < $30,000 -32.46% 

Or                            < $40,000 -42.49% 

Or                            < $50,000 -40.00% 

Or                            < $60,000 -42.33% 

Or                            < $75,000 -28.55% 

Or                            < $100,000 -32.34% 

Or                            < $125,000 -35.31% 

Or                            < $150,000 -18.09% 

Or                            < $200,000 -31.93% 

Or                            > $200,000 -26.23% 

Have U.S. driver’s license? 
Y:  -32.77% 

N:  -39.13% 

Caucasian? 
Y:  -35.15% 

N:  -31.29% 

Population density (per square mile) 
+1SD:  -36.51%  

-1SD:  -29.98%  

Employment density (per square mile) 
+1SD:  -29.50%  

-1SD:  -34.41%  
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3.3 LONG-DISTANCE MODE CHOICE WITH & WITHOUT AVS AND SAVS 

Mode choice for long-distance travel was studied by first estimating a binary logit model 

when there are no AVs and SAVs available. Then, a multinomial logit model was estimated based 

on another survey question that included these modes. Correlation is allowed between responses 

from the same respondent and an independent identically distributed Gaussian error term was 

assumed for observations between different respondents. 

Table 3.6 shows the estimated coefficients as well as changes in the expected mode share 

of airplane for the binary logit model between the mode choices of a private car and an airplane. 

The private car was chosen as the base case and all coefficients can be interpreted with respect to 

this. The model suggests that business and recreational trip types are typically completed by 

airplanes. Trips greater than 500 miles, as expected, also use airplane for travel. Households 

owning one or more vehicles are less likely to prefer flying, provided everything else is constant. 

Single-person households seem the most interested in preferring to fly. Changes in household 

occupancies estimates a 32% increase if more single households were to exist. It is interesting to 

see the gradual change in preference among different income groups towards air travel. This is 

shown considerably well by their elasticities (the gradual change from negatives to positives for 

air travel). It is expected that wealthier households are more likely to fly to their destination, 

irrespective of business or pleasure. Interestingly, older people prefer to travel in their own vehicle 

as compared to the time-luxury of air travel. This could be because of lowered comfort level in an 

airplane as compared to that of their own vehicle. Caucasians prefer to drive their own car as 

compared to flying and this is most likely due to the heritage of driving in America. Households 

with children are unlikely to travel by air as compared to households without children. 
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Table 3.6: Model Estimation and Covariate Elasticities for Mode Choice in Long-Distance 

Travel without AVs and SAVs 

Binary Logit Model 

Independent Variables Coefficient T-stat 
Changes in 

Mode Share 

A
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–
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e 
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Constant 0.76 1.15  

Trip Type – Personal? (base) -20.63% 

                 – Business? 0.97 5.48 +23.56% 

                 – Recreation? 0.71 4.85 +10.87% 

Distance: 100 – 500 miles (base) -41.70% 

                > 500 miles 1.78 13.69 +43.95% 

Household owns 0 vehicles (base) +38.09% 

                            1 vehicle? -0.69 -1.38 +5.20% 

                            2 vehicles? -0.87 -1.69 -2.88% 

                            3 vehicles? -0.79 -1.42 +0.91% 

                            4+ vehicles? -1.45 -2.25 -26.72% 

Household size equal to 1? (base) +32.25% 

                          equal to 2? -1.30 -4.84 -25.89% 

                          equal to 3? -0.50 -1.42 +8.23% 

                          equal to 4+? -0.67 -1.37 +0.82% 

Household workers equal to 0? (base) +14.44% 

                                equal to 1? -0.62 -2.58 -13.40% 

                                equal to 2? -0.16 -0.52 +7.02% 

                                equal to 3? -0.59 -1.18 -12.31% 

                                equal to 4+? 0.52 0.69 +39.84% 

Age of respondent (in years) -0.01 -2.12 
+1SD:  -12.39% 

-1SD:  + 8.70% 

Caucasian? -0.68 -3.37 
Y:  -11.32% 

N: +19.60% 

No child in the household (base) +12.77% 

Children in the household: 1 child? -1.57 -4.51 -49.92% 

                                            2 children? -0.22 -0.43 +2.53% 

                                            3 children? -0.25 -0.40 +0.99% 

                                            4+ children? -1.59 -2.12 -50.57% 

Household income: < $20,000 -1.53 -2.46 -64.76% 

Or                            < $30,000 -1.09 -2.23 -52.29% 

Or                            < $40,000 -0.58 -1.15 -34.44% 

Or                            < $50,000 -0.36 -0.77 -25.43% 

Or                            < $60,000 -0.78 -1.59 -41.89% 

Or                            < $75,000 0.33 0.64 +5.76% 

Or                            < $100,000 0.51 1.13 +14.70% 
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Travel without AVs and SAVs 

Or                            < $125,000 0.94 1.90 +37.07% 

Or                            < $150,000 1.27 2.39 +54.04% 

Or                            < $200,000 1.17 2.35 +48.82% 

Or                            > $200,000 2.20 3.56 +100.16% 

Population density (per square mile) 0.4E-4 1.39 
+1SD: +14.08% 

-1SD:   - 6.60% 

Employment density (per square mile) -0.7E-4 -1.31 
1SD:  -13.36% 

-1SD:   +4.81% 

Fit statistics 

Number of observations (number of respondents) 8,735 (2,039) 

F-test (33, 2006) 10.92 

Prob > F 0.00 

The multinomial logit model estimated under the assumption that AVs and SAVs are 

available and affordable shed some interesting inferences. Table 3.7 shows the estimated 

coefficients for this scenario. SAVs seem to be a dominating choice for business travel as 

compared to the other modes as well as personal travel. Distance seems to only play a vital part in 

deciding to choose to fly. Current vehicle ownership does indicate that one may be less interested 

in AVs and SAVs, however, this is still a competing mode choice when other factors come into 

play. Older people still seem to prefer the private car as the most preferred alternative with AVs 

as their next choice, when everything else is constant. Having a current driver’s license also deters 

people from using these automated modes. Regardless of the household’s income bracket, there 

seems to be wide consensus in favoring SAVs as they are expected to turn out to be the most 

affordable alternative. 
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Table 3.7: Model Estimation for Future Mode Choice in Long-Distance Travel with AVs and 

SAVs 

Multinomial Logit Model 

Alternatives 

(Base Case – Private Car) 
AVs SAVs Airplane 

Independent Variables Coefficient 

(T-stat) 

Coefficient 

(T-stat) 

Coefficient 

(T-stat) 

Constant 1.79 (1.67) -0.48 (-0.34) 1.92 (1.49) 

Trip Type – Personal? (base) 

                 – Business? -0.03 (-0.15) 1.23 (4.83) 0.56 (3.22) 

                 – Recreation? -0.06 (0.78) 0.15 (0.86) 0.16 (1.94) 

Distance: 100 – 500 miles (base) 

                > 500 miles 0.10 (0.86) 0.05 (0.29) 1.55 (10.45) 

Household owns 1 vehicle? -0.84 (-1.23) -0.36 (-0.45) 0.20 (0.27) 

                            2 vehicles? -1.27 (-1.85) -0.24 (-0.28) -0.21 (-0.27) 

                            3 vehicles? -0.65 (-0.88) 0.41 (0.44) -0.26 (-0.31) 

                            4+ vehicles? -0.72 (-0.83) 0.26 (0.26) -0.80 (-0.91) 

Household size equal to 2? 0.91 (2.21) 0.42 (0.74) -0.37 (-0.79) 

                          equal to 3? 0.12 (0.21) -0.23 (-0.29) -0.01 (-0.01) 

                          equal to 4+? -0.25 (-0.33) -0.51 (-0.48) -0.21 (-0.31) 

Household workers equal to 1? -0.45 (-1.20) -0.97 (-1.82) -0.97 (-2.29) 

                                equal to 2? -0.30 (-0.69) -0.32 (-0.49) -0.12 (-0.25) 

                                equal to 3? -0.59 (--0.84) -1.40 (-1.61) -0.94 (-1.30) 

                                equal to 4+? 0.75 (0.60) -0.72 (-0.46) 0.07 (0.05) 

Age of respondent (in years) -0.02 (-2.14) -0.03 (-1.92) -0.03 (-2.63) 

Have U.S. driver’s license? -2.41 (-3.85) -2.26 (-3.30) -1.88 (-2.31) 

Caucasian? -0.26 (-0.81) -1.01 (-2.41) -0.75 (-2.12) 

Children in the household: 1 child? 0.50 (1.05) 0.90 (1.48) -0.96 (-2.07) 

                                            2 children? 1.35 (1.75) 0.89 (0.86) -0.68 (-1.01) 

                                            3 children? 2.30 (2.42) 1.87 (1.59) 0.21 (0.23) 

                                            4+ children? -0.43 (-0.37) 0.19 (0.15) -1.10 (-1.27) 

Household income: < $20,000 0.78 (1.06) 1.75 (1.35) 0.34 (0.29) 

Or                            < $30,000 0.94 (1.27) 3.21 (2.63) -0.21 (-0.22) 

Or                            < $40,000 0.69 (1.00) 2.98 (2.48) 0.22 (0.25) 

Or                            < $50,000 0.20 (0.32) 2.37 (2.04) 0.79 (0.90) 

Or                            < $60,000 1.76 (2.32) 4.84 (3.83) 0.88 (0.90) 

Or                            < $75,000 1.35 (1.87) 1.75 (1.42) 1.43 (1.53) 

Or                            < $100,000 0.83 (1.17) 3.72 (3.16) 1.50 (1.60) 

Or                            < $125,000 1.51 (2.20) 3.75 (3.27) 2.03 (2.23) 

Or                            < $150,000 1.62 (1.99) 3.10 (2.50) 2.30 (2.29) 

Or                            < $200,000 1.74 (2.22) 2.41 (1.87) 2.29 (2.50) 
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SAVs 

Or                            > $200,000 1.41 (1.72) 2.60 (2.04) 2.11 (2.08) 

Has attended some college? 0.23 (0.80) 0.89 (2.12) 0.75 (2.61) 

Currently working at least part-time? 1.52 (3.07) 1.34 (2.02) 1.36 (2.34) 

Single? 0.49 (2.17) 0.12 (0.37) 0.17 (0.65) 

Population density (per square mile) 0.2E-4 (0.65) 0.5E-4 (1.24) 0.4E-4 (1.53) 

Employment density (per square mile) -0.5E-4 (-0.96) -0.1E-4 (-1.06) -0.8E-4 (-1.59) 

Fit statistics 

Number of observations (number of 

respondents) 

 
9,257 (2,005) 

F-test (114, 1891)  5.74 

Prob > F  0.00 

 

In this case, the expected change in mode shares for all the modes discussed above is 

calculated. This is done by identifying the expected value of the mode share at the new mean value 

of the covariate. This helps see the practical effect of each covariate on future mode share. Table 

3.8 shows the percentage change in mode-shares with respect to the previously determined share 

and gives an idea of the impact of each of the covariates. As evaluated from the coefficients 

previously, the absence of children may have a deep impact in choosing to fly compared to the 

other modes for LD travel. There may be a 67% increase in SAVs’ mode-share mainly due to 

business travel. Absence of vehicle in the household also seems to favor use of AVs for future LD 

travel. Households with few (up to 3) children may and significant number of workers prefer AVs 

for their LD travel and this could be directly from high total household income. Interest in SAVs 

is spread out through all income groups while results suggest that some income brackets may not 

use SAVs for their LD needs. 

Table 3.8: Covariate Elasticities for Future Mode Choice in Long-Distance Travel 

Independent Variables 
Change in Mode Share 

AVs SAVs Airplane 

Trip Type – Personal? +3.84% -24.96% -7.22% 

                 – Business? -22.15% +67.41% +11.91% 

                 – Recreation? -5.01% -16.40% +1.43% 

Distance: 100 – 500 miles +19.53% +24.46% -38.74% 

                > 500 miles -18.62% -22.56% +37.34% 

Household owns 0 vehicles? +43.60% -10.43% -18.83% 
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                            1 vehicle? +2.08% -31.03% +12.20% 

                            2 vehicles? -15.35% +1.82% +4.84% 

                            3 vehicles? +14.32% +51.67% -18.32% 

                            4+ vehicles? +22.59% +51.75% -37.60% 

Household size equal to 1? -8.90% +8.43% +11.65% 

                          equal to 2? +33.38% +22.20% -27.20% 

                          equal to 3? -14.94% -13.82% +14.08% 

                          equal to 4+? -22.72% -20.15% +10.60% 

Household workers equal to 0? +0.61% +33.71% +8.97% 

                                equal to 1? +6.23% -11.91% -17.88% 

                                equal to 2? -10.77% +11.72% +14.82% 

                                equal to 3? +1.96% -37.25% -12.84% 

                                equal to 4+? +50.29% -44.93% -6.80% 

Age of respondent (in years) 
+1SD:  -10.49% -11.84% -8.01% 

-1SD:   +9.47% -7.97% +4.60% 

Have U.S. driver’s license? 
Y:    -5.47% -3.45% -0.22% 

N: +57.88% +50.56% -7.35% 

Caucasian? 
Y:   +5.92% -22.51% -8.83% 

N:    -6.31% +32.34% +13.96% 

No child in the household -17.73% -23.61% +19.81% 

Children in the household: 1 child? +23.66% +65.69% -39.38% 

                                            2 children? +64.14% +23.49% -43.47% 

                                            3 children? +83.96% +38.39% -39.40% 

                                            4+ children? -31.94% +36.73% -14.44% 

Household income: < $20,000 +14.55% -53.05% -29.39% 

Or                            < $30,000 +23.18% +56.66% -54.99% 

Or                            < $40,000 -3.97% +45.38% -32.73% 

Or                            < $50,000 -32.27% -32.00% +6.72% 

Or                            < $60,000 +23.35% +196.60% -44.63% 

Or                            < $75,000 +22.17% -77.55% +6.73% 

Or                            < $100,000 -23.53% +44.52% +17.40% 

Or                            < $125,000 -5.78% +6.78% +30.00% 

Or                            < $150,000 -4.64% -51.50% +45.19% 

Or                            < $200,000 +5.64% -76.17% +43.47% 

Or                            > $200,000 -8.94% -61.88% +44.25% 

Has attended some college? 
Y:    -3.13% +13.49% +7.77% 

N:   +9.88% -27.15% -16.67% 

Currently working at least part-time? 
Y: +54.87% +13.29% -8.15% 

N:    -8.89% -8.12% +0.62% 

Single? 
Y:  -40.26% -7.50% +21.73% 

N: +21.98% -0.54% -16.15% 
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Population density (per square mile) 
+1SD:    -5.41% +20.62% +10.06% 

-1SD:   +1.27%  -7.28% -5.04% 

Employment density (per square mile) 
+1SD:    -1.82% -15.68% -9.44% 

-1SD:    -0.53% +9.10% +2.07% 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions for Part 1 

This study builds on gaps in past public AV-perception studies by emphasizing ethics, 

privacy, nuances of ride-sharing (with strangers in SAVs), long-distance trip shifts, and other 

facets of future transport. AVs and SAVs are still emerging, and perceptions will evolve as 

providers deliver more demonstrations and first-hand experiences. In the meantime, policymakers, 

producers, planners and engineers can all benefit from a sense of what Americans and others expect 

to do with such technologies.  

Americans appear apprehensive about using AVs, with Texans more willing to employ 

such automation. While Americans anticipate many crash benefits, 67% are concerned about initial 

safety issues and 76% are concerned about software defects. Trip-making privacy and the ability 

to leave things behind in a personally-owned AV are key factors in preferring to own, rather than 

share, an AV.SAV. Average WTP is $2073 (above the cost of a conventional vehicle to own), plus 

another $1078 to ensure the AV retains a human-driving option. While the average Texan was 

more WTP for SAV rides (per mile traveled) than the average American, Texans demonstrated 

somewhat lower WTP for these privately owned AV technologies (at $1948 plus another $949, 

respectively). 

More than 65% of survey respondents have not yet used a ride-hailing service, and only 

25% of users had shared their ride (with an unknown traveler) in such vehicles. Most of these 

people (i.e., prior ride-hailing users) are not comfortable sending their children in a ride-hailing 

vehicle by themselves. Of those who are willing, the average minimum recommended age is 16 

years old, for ride-hailing use. Their responses are similar for children using their parents’ 

personally-owned AVs in the future, with Texans suggesting (on average) a 17-year-old age 

threshold. If children are traveling in a group, Americans appear comfortable with the idea if at 

least one child being almost 17 years old; alternatively, all travelers should be at least 16 years of 

age (which is the standard minimum driving age in the U.S.). 

Ride-sharing preferences among adults were assessed in detail here. For example, the WTP 

to share rides, with a stranger, is rather stable, at $0.75 per mile for the average American (and just 

$0.65 per mile for the average Texan), even in the face of added travel times up to 1 hour - at least 

for the small share of respondents willing to share rides under such trip-delayed circumstances. A 
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hurdle model to predict this WTP during the day suggests that added travel time, respondent age 

and gender, household size and income (between $75k and $125k), disability and driver’s license 

status, and presence of a worker in the home are important predictors of one’s being WTP to share 

one’s ride. After clearing this criteria, added travel time was not statistically significant, but 

variables of household size and vehicle ownership, respondent age, race, and land use variables 

were valuable predictors. 

Few respondents appear willing to use DRS at night, but those who are willing state an 

average WTP of $0.87 per mile. Most people do not want to share a ride with someone they do not 

know for more than 30 minutes; but those who are most open to DRS are willing, on average, to 

ride-share for 45 minutes. More respondents are willing to share rides at night if their location is 

made constantly available to a family member or friend, adding another WTP of $0.19 per trip-

mile (for this security benefit). While Texans were less WTP for adding automation to a privately 

held vehicle, they are more WTP for SAV service, per mile traveled (83¢ per mile, on average, vs. 

75¢/mile for the average American) when they have to give up one personal vehicle. 

Higher levels of concern emerge when privacy is the focus of a survey question, rather than 

one among many potential issues to be selected by a respondent. Respondents are WTP, on 

average, more than $1 per trip to anonymize their location information (presumably wanting to 

obscure their home address most often). A hurdle model was used to estimate the WTP for 

anonymizing location while using AVs. Age, number of children in the household, vehicle 

ownership and income were major predictors in determining one’s WTP.  They are against targeted 

advertising (based on their trip coordinates, for example), but comfortable with their data being 

used for policing, community surveillance, and/or traffic management decisions. 

Crash ethics were also investigated, using three targeted questions based on different crash 

scenarios. The largest single share of Americans (54%) feel that any AV, when having no choice 

but to crash into one or more pedestrians (or other vehicles, in a related question [with 31% of 

respondents]) should not change its trajectory (to select a different pedestrian or vehicle to crash 

into), even if the current trajectory does not minimize overall harm. Avoiding children was also a 

popular response, but not the top response. AV manufacturers were dominantly (60.9% of 

respondents) deemed fully responsible for all such crashes. (Of course, some instances, like an 

inebriated pedestrian running about between two parked cars, would not be ascribed to 
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manufacturers. Either way, the vehicle owner and specific design engineers are not being deemed 

responsible in such settings.) 

Americans expect much of their long-distance travel (for trips over 50 miles, one-way) to 

shift toward AVs and SAVs. For example, nearly 50% of trips between 50 and 500 miles (one-

way) are expected to eventually take place in an AV or SAVs, and this is considerably lower than 

LaMondia et al.’s (2016) prediction of around 55%, on average for these ranges. Airplanes are 

expected to deliver a major share of business trips (more than currently stated by respondents, 

perhaps due to some future-optimism bias about affordability). A binary logit model estimated that 

income played a vital role in determining mode choice in the current scenario without AVs or 

SAVs. However, a multinomial logit for long-distance mode choices in the presence of affordable 

AVs and SAVs, suggests that Americans prefer SAVs, irrespective of their household’s income, 

ceteris paribus. Some business travel under 500 miles is also expected to be completed using 

SAVs. Older people are estimated to prefer to use their own vehicles, now and in the future. 

These results suggest that Americans are not yet very confident about AV use, but expect 

to develop heavy usage levels. WTP, demand levels, perception and public opinion are helpful to 

transportation planners and policymakers, technologists and vehicle manufacturers, fleet managers 

and system operators, as well as airlines, land developers, attorneys, insurers, and the tourism 

industry. Privacy in trip-making is a concern, with some respondents WTP to anonymize location 

data. Perceptions of ethics in crash choices should facilitate design of anti-crash algorithms. The 

aviation sector may wish to adjust its investments and future marketing strategies in response to 

changes in market share for long-distance travel. Regardless of position, preferences will evolve, 

as designs are rolled out and experience by more and more people, around the world. Regular 

survey efforts help nations and regions, companies and public agencies, better prepare for the 

coming paradigm shifts, hopefully with equity, environment, and efficiency in mind. The 

limitation to keep the survey relatively brief meant that some other new innovative questions were 

removed before final dissemination. New surveys can inquire about new AV and SAV design, 

when there will be no need of a driver. Additionally, in the realm of ride-sharing, acceptable 

waiting times can be assessed instead of forcing a pre-determined waiting time on the respondent 

for WTP questions.  
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PART 2: ANALYZING THE DYNAMIC RIDE-SHARING POTENTIAL 

FOR SHARED AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE FLEETS USING CELLPHONE 

DATA FROM ORLANDO, FLORIDA 

Chapter 5: Motivation for Dynamic Ride-Sharing using SAVs1 

Traffic safety and congestion are key transportation issues for many regions around the 

world. Driver error remains the dominant reason for vehicle crashes (NHTSA, 2015) and rising 

vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) is worsening traffic congestion (FHWA, 2017). The introduction of 

autonomous vehicles (AVs) for personal use may dramatically reduce vehicle collisions by 

eliminating driver error. AVs will also improve mobility options for many travelers, especially 

those without driver’s licenses. 

Several transportation network companies (TNCs) offer a dynamic ride-sharing (DRS) 

option, like Uber Pool and Lyft Line. Ride-sharing is not a new concept (Chan and Shaheen, 2012), 

with carpooling often feasible for those with common origins and destinations, and stable, similar 

departure times on both ends of a round-trip (e.g., for many school trips within a neighborhood 

and for certain work trips). In practice, only casual carpooling or ‘slugging’ tends to serve real-

time demands of flexible departure times (Ma and Wolfson, 2013; Dai, 2016), and is limited to 

very special corridors (where high toll and time savings induce many drivers to open their doors 

to different, unknown passengers every day). 

Smartphone technology is fundamental to more widespread use of DRS, since it enables 

real-time access to traveler (and vehicle) locations (Amey et al., 2014). Exploiting this feature, 

TNCs have designed user-friendly car-sharing platforms that interface passengers and drivers, at 

any time of day and in any region the TNCs serve. By selecting the DRS option, travelers’ costs 

(but not travel times) are lowered, thanks to TNCs working to match two or more travelers with 

overlapping real-time routes. Such matches add some travel time, but deliver significant trip-cost 

                                                 

 

 
1 A paper based on this research will be presented at the Transportation Research Board’s 97th annual meeting in 

January, 2018 and is under review for publication in Computers, Environment and Urban Systems. Kara Kockelman 

is a co-author on the paper and she supervised the research. 
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savings and often good conversations among those sharing the ride, who had been strangers 

(alongside a TNC driver also on board).   

AVs will be expensive, at least initially, and not be available for personal ownership for 

many years (Bansal and Kockelman, 2017). Fleet operators may profitably invest in a fleet of AVs, 

and manage them as TNCs currently manage their (driver-supplied) fleets, but with lower labor 

costs and complete control of plans and routes. Safer technologies should eventually bring down 

insurance costs, making shared AVs, or SAVs, more economically viable. In terms of congestion, 

SAVs offering DRS can increase average vehicle occupancy (AVO) and reduce regional VMT 

(Fagnant and Kockelman, 2016; Rodier et al., 2016). It is useful to quantify the level of opportunity 

for such services, across a range of settings. 

This paper studies the DRS potential for trip-making across the Orlando metropolitan area 

in Florida, as serviced by a fleet of SAVs. It relies on trip tables derived from cellphone data, as 

provided by AirSage across a period of 30 consecutive days, to provide a sense of day-to-day trip-

making variations. The remaining sections summarize related work, describes the AirSage dataset, 

and then explains the methodology used to match distinct vehicle trips or traveling parties and 

simulate a fleet of SAVs. All simulation results are presented, along with various conclusions. 
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Chapter 6: Related Literature 

Over the past 10 years, several contributions have been made to optimize and/or implement 

DRS, with various researchers suggesting that DRS is a key method for reducing future roadway 

congestion (Levofsky and Greenberg, 2001; Berbeglia et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2013; Farhan and 

Chen, 2017; Levin et al., 2017). More recently, DRS has been successfully demonstrated using 

agent-based models (see, e.g., Fagnant and Kockelman, 2016; Bischoff et al., 2016; Loeb et al., 

2017; and Hörl, 2017), such as MATsim (Horni et al., 2016) and a synthetically generated dataset 

of people and journeys to simulate dynamic traffic conditions. 

When it comes to actual trip-making, mode choices, and traffic patterns, DRS has been 

investigated for cities like Atlanta, Georgia, Taipei, Taiwan, and New York City. DRS applications 

include the entire U.S. state of New Jersey and the nation of Singapore, using travel demand model 

trip-making predictions, publically available taxi datasets, and/or synthetically generated 

itineraries.  Investigations demonstrate system feasibility and/or assess the computational 

efficiency of different methods for assigning vehicles and/or matching travelers in shared rides. 

(See Agatz et al., 2011; Santi et al., 2014; Alonso-Moro et al., 2016; Brownell and Kornhauser, 

2014; Bhat, 2016; Tao, 2007; and Spieser et al., 2014) 

Agatz et al. (2011) developed a sophisticated algorithm to match riders to their drivers and 

conducted a simulation using person-trip data obtained from Atlanta’s travel demand model. Their 

results suggest that DRS works well not only in high-density, high-use settings, but also in 

sprawling suburbs and at low rates of utilization. However, they focused on driver (and thus TNC 

vehicle) unavailability, which can hamper sharing and dilute DRS opportunities. Brownell and 

Kornhauser (2014) focused on SAV system performance for the state of New Jersey. Employing 

a gridded-network for the entire state, along with synthetic trip-making data, valuable precision, 

accuracy, and applicability may have been lost in assessing optimal fleet requirements.  

Santi et al. (2014) and Alonso-Moro et al. (2016) overcame both these issues by using 

publicly available taxi datasets for New York City and real networks (via OpenStreetMaps, an 

open-source platform for map data). Alonso-Moro et al. observed that 98% of the City’s 3 million 

taxi trips could be served with just 2,000 vehicles and low waiting times (averaging just 2.8 

minutes), backing DRS capabilities. Bhat (2016) confirmed those New York City taxi results, and 
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added a vehicle repositioning algorithm. Tao (2007) also used a taxi data set, but for the city of 

Taipei. He developed a heuristic DRS algorithm using real-time taxi movements (not just trip calls 

by travelers) to test its efficiency in a realistic network setting. Tao (2007) achieved 60% ride 

matches and concluded that a higher matching rate could be obtained across larger networks with 

greater density of trip-making.  

Of course, taxis do not represent all person-trips in any region. Such trips tend to be shorter 

than household-vehicle trips (due to their cost), more often for business reasons or those without 

parking access (again due to their cost), and for visitors (due to their unfamiliarity with the region). 

DRS investigations of more representative trip-making are desired. By using a population-

weighted cellphone dataset, as done here, one overcomes the drawbacks of faked or taxi-based trip 

patterns. However, certain details are lost (such as trip-to-trip connections throughout the day), in 

order to protect travelers’ privacy, over space and time. Thus, cell-phone-based trips or other forms 

of extensive diary data tend to be aggregated by traffic analysis zones (TAZs) or neighborhoods, 

to obscure home and work addresses. To keep data size manageable (for dataset sharing), trips are 

often aggregated into hourly or multi-hour time-of-day bins as well. More detailed trip ends and 

trip schedules can be simulated/faked and disaggregated, while preserving the population’s basic 

trip patterns. This process ensures that matches are less obvious (with trips coming from all over 

a zone and hour, rather than from its centroid or mid-point, for example), and so was used here. 

But it comes at the expense of some accuracy and precision (versus the reality of actual trip 

locations and times, which are rarely available to anyone, for any large population). 
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Chapter 7: Dataset and Methodology 

7.1 CELLPHONE DATASET 

The cellphone-based dataset employed here was generated by AirSage for the month of 

April 2014 and for travel across the Orlando metropolitan area in Florida. AirSage uses the regular 

location pings of cell phones that are turned on and carried by customers of its partner companies 

(like Verizon and Sprint). Cellphone trips observed were aggregated based on six factors: each 

trip’s inferred origin and destination (O and D) TAZs, the hour and day in which most of the trip 

was made (e.g., 0100-0200 on April 4 or 1600-1700 on April 20), inferred trip purpose, and cell-

phone subscriber class. All trips (and basic demographics) inferred from phone pings (of the 

carriers’ cell towers) were then expanded to reflect all trip-making in the region (including travel 

by persons who do not own cell phones or carry theirs with them, turned on).  

The Orlando region’s metropolitan planning agency models travel across 1,267 TAZs (with 

1,261 of them representing metropolitan area and the remaining 6 representing external TAZs). 

External-zone trips can be very long, with ambiguity in their true destination or origin, so all 

external trips were removed from the dataset before seeking matches. Traveler type based on work-

type (such as, someone who works from home, works within the study area, commutes to the study 

area for work, or commutes away from the study area for work) also is not relevant, so it is not 

used here, in making matches. 

MetroPlan Orlando, the region’s metropolitan planning organization (MPO), provided a 

detailed network, with nearly 24,000 nodes and around 61,000 links. Shortest-path travel times 

between each TAZ were used while disaggregating the trips, as discussed in the next chapter. 

7.2 DATA DISAGGREGATION 

AirSage provided an anonymized, spatially and temporally aggregate dataset, with trips 

classified into hourly bins and their origins and destinations by traffic analysis zone (TAZ). Much 

smaller time steps and much more detailed locations (instead of zone centroids) are needed for a 

reliable DRS application matching travelers’ intra-regional trips. A time-step of one minute was 

used here, to facilitate computation while preserving dataset integrity; and origin and destination 

points (O’s and D’s) were randomly sampled from the list of nodes present within each trip’s origin 
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and destination TAZs (which is on average, less than ¼-mile away). Figure 7.1 shows Orlando’s 

network and the nodes utilized for this disaggregation. In this way, the original 30-day 24-hour 

dataset was disaggregated into 30 different sets of one-minute trip-request files with intersection-

based spatial detail. 

The departure times of these trips were not always in the hourly bin that AirSage indicated 

for each trip, because trips (within this region) can begin many minutes earlier (or can end many 

minutes later). This is because only the majority of the trip’s duration had to have occurred in the 

hour bin to which the trip was assigned by AirSage. As hourly aggregations were made by AirSage, 

30-minutes of overflow was permitted into the previous and next hour bin. Once a start time was 

assigned, the shortest-path travel times for that time of day, as obtained via Caliper Corporation’s 

TransCAD software, a travel-demand modeling tool, were used to sample individual trip travel 

times from a normal distribution, whose mean equaled this shortest-path travel time and had a 

standard deviation of ±2 minutes. The results were smooth, minute-by-minute trip-request files 

for each of the 30 days, and natural looking departure and arrival time patterns throughout each of 

the 30 days. 
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Figure 7.1: The Orlando Network and Nodes Used for Spatial Disaggregation 

a) Orlando Network Separated by TAZ Gridlines b) Centroids Used in Aggregated Data c) 

Nodes Available for Spatial Disaggregation 

7.3 DAY TO DAY VARIABILITY IN TRAVEL PATTERNS 

As shown in Figure 7.2, time-of-day distributions for en route/actively occurring travel for 

each of the 30 days was obtained and then aggregated for each day of week in the 30-day period. 

Variability, and consequently correlation, in day-to-day trip counts (by hour and day, so n=24*30), 

was assessed using R software’s statistical tool across the 30 days. Table 7.1 provides those 
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correlation coefficients, with shading to highlight differences in weekday-versus-weekend 

correlation patterns. Table 7.1 indicates how high correlations exist for trip patterns (by hour of 

the day and O-D pair) on Saturdays and Sundays, and for those made on weekdays (Monday 

through Friday correlations). This is as one would expect, since weekdays have high shares of 

work and school trips, starting early in the day, while weekends have more flexible departure times 

and more recreational trip-making. Given these similarities, the following results are presented for 

a single weekday and a single weekend day. Results are very similar for other days of the 30-day 

dataset.  

 

Figure 7.2: Orlando Trip Distribution Differences, by Time of Day, between Weekdays and 

Weekends  
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Table 7.1: Correlation between Hourly Trip-Count Vectors across 30 Days of April 2014 

 

Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed

Tue 1.0000 0.9979 0.9984 0.9955 0.9346 0.9143 0.9979 0.9942 0.9986 0.9988 0.9954 0.9410 0.9248 0.9984 0.9972 0.9976 0.9974 0.9832 0.9351 0.9166 0.9979 0.9987 0.9988 0.9986 0.9953 0.9450 0.9235 0.9972 0.9961 0.9977

Wed 0.9979 1.0000 0.9991 0.9980 0.9476 0.9305 0.9984 0.9956 0.9989 0.9989 0.9978 0.9526 0.9394 0.9982 0.9984 0.9985 0.9988 0.9889 0.9482 0.9305 0.9982 0.9977 0.9989 0.9990 0.9976 0.9563 0.9382 0.9972 0.9943 0.9971

Thu 0.9984 0.9991 1.0000 0.9984 0.9451 0.9262 0.9979 0.9955 0.9987 0.9995 0.9982 0.9500 0.9357 0.9982 0.9980 0.9980 0.9990 0.9879 0.9452 0.9258 0.9982 0.9978 0.9986 0.9996 0.9982 0.9536 0.9342 0.9966 0.9940 0.9967

Fri 0.9955 0.9980 0.9984 1.0000 0.9534 0.9356 0.9963 0.9958 0.9963 0.9971 0.9997 0.9567 0.9436 0.9956 0.9975 0.9958 0.9978 0.9918 0.9537 0.9319 0.9962 0.9943 0.9958 0.9979 0.9989 0.9597 0.9424 0.9949 0.9908 0.9938

Sat 0.9346 0.9476 0.9451 0.9534 1.0000 0.9941 0.9411 0.9415 0.9423 0.9419 0.9531 0.9986 0.9966 0.9432 0.9467 0.9526 0.9541 0.9768 0.9990 0.9917 0.9414 0.9287 0.9384 0.9445 0.9531 0.9981 0.9955 0.9352 0.9218 0.9296

Sun 0.9143 0.9305 0.9262 0.9356 0.9941 1.0000 0.9258 0.9292 0.9227 0.9220 0.9341 0.9896 0.9989 0.9244 0.9311 0.9353 0.9370 0.9683 0.9958 0.9952 0.9261 0.9096 0.9195 0.9254 0.9332 0.9910 0.9990 0.9201 0.9061 0.9128

Mon 0.9979 0.9984 0.9979 0.9963 0.9411 0.9258 1.0000 0.9975 0.9970 0.9976 0.9961 0.9453 0.9344 0.9984 0.9992 0.9975 0.9973 0.9886 0.9422 0.9266 0.9996 0.9980 0.9977 0.9980 0.9946 0.9505 0.9342 0.9995 0.9979 0.9979

Tue 0.9942 0.9956 0.9955 0.9958 0.9415 0.9292 0.9975 1.0000 0.9933 0.9944 0.9950 0.9436 0.9361 0.9934 0.9977 0.9935 0.9949 0.9908 0.9441 0.9253 0.9970 0.9943 0.9945 0.9959 0.9935 0.9487 0.9367 0.9976 0.9956 0.9965

Wed 0.9986 0.9989 0.9987 0.9963 0.9423 0.9227 0.9970 0.9933 1.0000 0.9993 0.9963 0.9489 0.9330 0.9978 0.9968 0.9986 0.9982 0.9849 0.9427 0.9252 0.9970 0.9983 0.9995 0.9989 0.9970 0.9524 0.9313 0.9959 0.9935 0.9974

Thu 0.9988 0.9989 0.9995 0.9971 0.9419 0.9220 0.9976 0.9944 0.9993 1.0000 0.9970 0.9477 0.9321 0.9983 0.9974 0.9983 0.9986 0.9857 0.9420 0.9234 0.9980 0.9986 0.9992 0.9995 0.9976 0.9513 0.9307 0.9966 0.9944 0.9972

Fri 0.9954 0.9978 0.9982 0.9997 0.9531 0.9341 0.9961 0.9950 0.9963 0.9970 1.0000 0.9568 0.9424 0.9958 0.9973 0.9957 0.9976 0.9910 0.9529 0.9310 0.9957 0.9942 0.9957 0.9978 0.9988 0.9595 0.9411 0.9945 0.9905 0.9934

Sat 0.9410 0.9526 0.9500 0.9567 0.9986 0.9896 0.9453 0.9436 0.9489 0.9477 0.9568 1.0000 0.9939 0.9494 0.9508 0.9586 0.9586 0.9768 0.9974 0.9907 0.9456 0.9349 0.9448 0.9498 0.9574 0.9988 0.9921 0.9394 0.9269 0.9354

Sun 0.9248 0.9394 0.9357 0.9436 0.9966 0.9989 0.9344 0.9361 0.9330 0.9321 0.9424 0.9939 1.0000 0.9345 0.9395 0.9451 0.9457 0.9730 0.9977 0.9970 0.9349 0.9202 0.9296 0.9351 0.9421 0.9952 0.9993 0.9290 0.9155 0.9224

Mon 0.9984 0.9982 0.9982 0.9956 0.9432 0.9244 0.9984 0.9934 0.9978 0.9983 0.9958 0.9494 0.9345 1.0000 0.9981 0.9986 0.9977 0.9861 0.9430 0.9281 0.9984 0.9977 0.9980 0.9985 0.9951 0.9535 0.9334 0.9973 0.9956 0.9963

Tue 0.9972 0.9984 0.9980 0.9975 0.9467 0.9311 0.9992 0.9977 0.9968 0.9974 0.9973 0.9508 0.9395 0.9981 1.0000 0.9974 0.9974 0.9907 0.9477 0.9309 0.9988 0.9967 0.9973 0.9983 0.9960 0.9550 0.9393 0.9984 0.9962 0.9972

Wed 0.9976 0.9985 0.9980 0.9958 0.9526 0.9353 0.9975 0.9935 0.9986 0.9983 0.9957 0.9586 0.9451 0.9986 0.9974 1.0000 0.9986 0.9894 0.9531 0.9390 0.9974 0.9966 0.9983 0.9984 0.9961 0.9621 0.9437 0.9961 0.9931 0.9962

Thu 0.9974 0.9988 0.9990 0.9978 0.9541 0.9370 0.9973 0.9949 0.9982 0.9986 0.9976 0.9586 0.9457 0.9977 0.9974 0.9986 1.0000 0.9914 0.9543 0.9374 0.9976 0.9962 0.9978 0.9988 0.9974 0.9621 0.9445 0.9956 0.9925 0.9953

Fri 0.9832 0.9889 0.9879 0.9918 0.9768 0.9683 0.9886 0.9908 0.9849 0.9857 0.9910 0.9768 0.9730 0.9861 0.9907 0.9894 0.9914 1.0000 0.9787 0.9647 0.9886 0.9809 0.9841 0.9877 0.9892 0.9807 0.9736 0.9866 0.9804 0.9825

Sat 0.9351 0.9482 0.9452 0.9537 0.9990 0.9958 0.9422 0.9441 0.9427 0.9420 0.9529 0.9974 0.9977 0.9430 0.9477 0.9531 0.9543 0.9787 1.0000 0.9930 0.9425 0.9297 0.9392 0.9447 0.9531 0.9976 0.9972 0.9368 0.9237 0.9313

Sun 0.9166 0.9305 0.9258 0.9319 0.9917 0.9952 0.9266 0.9253 0.9252 0.9234 0.9310 0.9907 0.9970 0.9281 0.9309 0.9390 0.9374 0.9647 0.9930 1.0000 0.9273 0.9125 0.9215 0.9259 0.9306 0.9931 0.9969 0.9212 0.9084 0.9141

Mon 0.9979 0.9982 0.9982 0.9962 0.9414 0.9261 0.9996 0.9970 0.9970 0.9980 0.9957 0.9456 0.9349 0.9984 0.9988 0.9974 0.9976 0.9886 0.9425 0.9273 1.0000 0.9982 0.9975 0.9981 0.9948 0.9511 0.9346 0.9990 0.9973 0.9974

Tue 0.9987 0.9977 0.9978 0.9943 0.9287 0.9096 0.9980 0.9943 0.9983 0.9986 0.9942 0.9349 0.9202 0.9977 0.9967 0.9966 0.9962 0.9809 0.9297 0.9125 0.9982 1.0000 0.9988 0.9980 0.9942 0.9402 0.9191 0.9981 0.9972 0.9983

Wed 0.9988 0.9989 0.9986 0.9958 0.9384 0.9195 0.9977 0.9945 0.9995 0.9992 0.9957 0.9448 0.9296 0.9980 0.9973 0.9983 0.9978 0.9841 0.9392 0.9215 0.9975 0.9988 1.0000 0.9990 0.9963 0.9485 0.9283 0.9969 0.9952 0.9985

Thu 0.9986 0.9990 0.9996 0.9979 0.9445 0.9254 0.9980 0.9959 0.9989 0.9995 0.9978 0.9498 0.9351 0.9985 0.9983 0.9984 0.9988 0.9877 0.9447 0.9259 0.9981 0.9980 0.9990 1.0000 0.9980 0.9533 0.9339 0.9970 0.9946 0.9976

Fri 0.9953 0.9976 0.9982 0.9989 0.9531 0.9332 0.9946 0.9935 0.9970 0.9976 0.9988 0.9574 0.9421 0.9951 0.9960 0.9961 0.9974 0.9892 0.9531 0.9306 0.9948 0.9942 0.9963 0.9980 1.0000 0.9595 0.9403 0.9929 0.9884 0.9928

Sat 0.9450 0.9563 0.9536 0.9597 0.9981 0.9910 0.9505 0.9487 0.9524 0.9513 0.9595 0.9988 0.9952 0.9535 0.9550 0.9621 0.9621 0.9807 0.9976 0.9931 0.9511 0.9402 0.9485 0.9533 0.9595 1.0000 0.9941 0.9454 0.9333 0.9401

Sun 0.9235 0.9382 0.9342 0.9424 0.9955 0.9990 0.9342 0.9367 0.9313 0.9307 0.9411 0.9921 0.9993 0.9334 0.9393 0.9437 0.9445 0.9736 0.9972 0.9969 0.9346 0.9191 0.9283 0.9339 0.9403 0.9941 1.0000 0.9291 0.9161 0.9222

Mon 0.9972 0.9972 0.9966 0.9949 0.9352 0.9201 0.9995 0.9976 0.9959 0.9966 0.9945 0.9394 0.9290 0.9973 0.9984 0.9961 0.9956 0.9866 0.9368 0.9212 0.9990 0.9981 0.9969 0.9970 0.9929 0.9454 0.9291 1.0000 0.9988 0.9981

Tue 0.9961 0.9943 0.9940 0.9908 0.9218 0.9061 0.9979 0.9956 0.9935 0.9944 0.9905 0.9269 0.9155 0.9956 0.9962 0.9931 0.9925 0.9804 0.9237 0.9084 0.9973 0.9972 0.9952 0.9946 0.9884 0.9333 0.9161 0.9988 1.0000 0.9976

Wed 0.9977 0.9971 0.9967 0.9938 0.9296 0.9128 0.9979 0.9965 0.9974 0.9972 0.9934 0.9354 0.9224 0.9963 0.9972 0.9962 0.9953 0.9825 0.9313 0.9141 0.9974 0.9983 0.9985 0.9976 0.9928 0.9401 0.9222 0.9981 0.9976 1.0000
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7.4 TRIP MATCHING RESULTS 

An analysis of these trip patterns suggests how many trips can be matched with other trips, 

enabling ride-sharing, under different trip-delay and re-routing assumptions. A MATLAB code 

(Appendix B) was developed to identify trips whose rides (in an SAV, for example) can be shared. 

An assumption of 4-person maximum vehicle occupancy was made, along with various travel 

delay thresholds, before running the code, for various maximum-delay scenarios (ranging from 5 

minutes of extra travel time, to a maximum of 30 minutes).  

Figure 7.3 illustrates how travel times under dynamic ride-sharing is calculated for this 

exploratory analysis, with ride-sharing en route, as compared to those sharing an origin zone and 

a destination zone and having similar departure times. Including the entire dataset of trips would 

mean that trips that are already shared/performed together, like family members travelling together 

for dinner, inflate the trip-sharing percentages. Florida DOT (2013) estimates that over 50% of all 

automobile trips in that state are driven alone. Thus, only 50% of the person-trips in the AirSage 

dataset were used here, to perform matching (of solo travelers with one another, rather than 

matching those already in traveling parties). 

 

Figure 7.3: Illustrations of Fleet-Sharing of O-D DRS and DRS en route 

7.5 FLEET SIMULATION 

A fleet simulation was carried out to assess the optimal SAV fleet requirement for the 

metropolitan region of Orlando to cater to all the trips with pre-specified service characteristics 

(such as, maximum waiting time or maximum additional in-vehicle travel time). A framework was 
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developed in MATLAB to simulate a fleet of SAVs for a typical day. The trip request file generated 

from data disaggregation served as an input to the framework, along with the characteristics that 

are expected of the fleet. This included: fleet size, maximum allowable waiting time before an 

SAV is assigned to a passenger, maximum allowable time an SAV can take to reach the passenger, 

maximum additional time that is imposed on passengers who will be detoured for a new pickup 

and maximum additional time that a newly picked-up passenger has to wait while the previous 

occupants are dropped off. Table 7.2 states all these variables along with their abbreviations and 

this will stay consistent in definition for the remaining sections of the paper. In addition to this, 

Orlando’s network was converted into a MATLAB directional graph (digraph) and used to analyze 

shortest-path routes and times taken by SAVs. 

Table 7.2: List of Abbreviations Used in the Simulation Framework 

Abbreviation Description 

noOfSAVs Total number of SAVs used in the fleet 

maxExtraTripTime Minimum time imposed on travelers sharing their trips 

maxWaitingTime 
Maximum time that a passenger had to wait before an SAV reached 

them 

maxSearchTime 
Maximum time that a trip was stored on the waitlist before being 

rejected 

unserviced Total trips that could not be serviced under the above restrictions 

ETA 
Estimated time of arrival for an SAV to either pick up or drop off a 

passenger 

The framework was composed of three distinct blocks: SAV allocation, SAV update and 

waitlist management. The SAV allocation block allocates the nearest SAV to a trip request based 

on the maxWaitingTime criterion. If no SAV was found satisfying this criterion, the trip request is 

stored in the waitlist. If an SAV with an existing occupant is located, the maxExtraTripTime 

criterion is checked prior to allocation, to minimize delays imposed on the travelers. After all the 

trips in a particular time step are either allocated to an SAV or stored in the waitlist, the SAV 

update block for the next time step is executed. In the SAV update block, the current location, 

destination and ETA of an SAV is monitored. If the SAV has not reached its destination for either 

a pickup or a dropoff operation, then its current location and ETA are updated. If the SAV has 

reached its destination for pickup, the dropoff operation is initiated. If a dropoff was executed, the 

second destination for dropoff of shared rides is processed, or the SAV stays idle, waiting for the 

next request. Once the update block has executed, all previously waitlisted trip requests are 
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checked for SAV allocation before moving on to the next time step of trip requests. If the trip 

requests have been on the waitlist for more than maxSearchTime, they are removed from the 

waitlist and unserviced is updated to reflect the same. The flowchart for the process described is 

shown in Figure 7.4. Fleet sizes varying from 5,000 - 25,000 SAVs, in intervals of 5,000 was used 

for these simulations and the results are discussed in the next chapter.  

 

Figure 7.4: The Flowchart Describing the Main Modules of the Simulation Framework  
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Chapter 8: Ride-Sharing Results 

8.1 FLEET-BASED TRIP MATCHING ASSUMING INFINITE SUPPLY 

Trips matched assuming the availability of an infinitely large fleet  of SAVs (or taxis, for 

example) provides optimistic results. As shown in Table 8.1, even after removing a large share of 

trips that reflect traveling parties (and thus focusing only on Orlando trips undertaken by a single 

person), nearly 60% of all such single-person trips can be shared en route with less than 5 minutes 

of added total travel (for each of the ride-sharing travelers, including any wait time added). This 

percentage reaches 86% matching or shared when travelers are willing to wait (or delay their 

destination arrivals, for example) up to 30 minutes. Of course, not all travelers need to be willing 

to wait that long; most of the matches are made with added delays of under 5 minutes. It is 

interesting to note that O-D DRS remains almost a constant for trips with maximum allowed travel 

time greater than 10 minutes. This is due to the spatial constraint on these trips which restricts 

scope for matches after a point in temporal flexibility. 

Table 8.1: Percentage of Orlando Trips That Can Be Shared With O-D DRS and DRS en route 

for a 4-Passenger SAV under Different Maximum-Delay Assumptions 

Maximum Added 

Travel Time (including 

wait time) 

Percentage of 

Trips that Can 

be Shared 

(O-D DRS) 

Percentage of 

Trips that Can 

be Shared 

(DRS en route) 

5 min 18.48% 56.82% 

10 20.56 74.15 

15 20.55 80.56 

20 20.57 83.57 

25 20.65 85.29 

30 20.65 86.23 

8.2 DRS SIMULATION USING A CONSTRAINED FLEET SIZE 

A constrained fleet size offers more realistic results for DRS applications in real regions. 

A simulation based on a fixed fleet size and given service characteristics provides the potential of 

DRS for these combinations of size and service characteristics. Table 8.2 below shows the different 

fleet sizes assumed across several scenarios, as well as the different service characteristics. The 
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number of trips that can be shared using DRS en route compared to the total number of trips 

ignored in the simulation are used as performance metrics allowing one to identify the best one. 

Table 8.2: DRS Potential based on Fleet Size and Service Characteristic 

Max 

Search 

Time 

Max 

Waiting 

Time 

Max 

Extra 

TripTime 

No. 

of SAVs 

% Trips 

Unserviced 

(by SAVs) 

% Trips 

Skipped 

(Carpool) 

% Demand 

Captured 

(by SAVs) 

0 min 5 min 5 min 5,000 54.15% 43.55 4.07% 

   10,000 53.55 43.55 5.14 

   15,000 51.84 43.55 8.17 

   20,000 46.20 43.21 18.65 

   25,000 38.45 43.14 32.38 

   30,000 32.59 43.25 42.57 

0 min 5 min 10 min 5,000 54.92% 43.55% 2.71% 

   10,000 53.07 43.55 5.99 

   15,000 51.06 43.51 9.61 

   20,000 49.35 43.55 12.58 

   25,000 43.63 43.25 23.12 

   30,000 39.20 43.17 31.02 

0 min 5 min 15 min 5,000 54.78% 43.55% 2.96% 

   10,000 52.81 43.55 6.45 

   15,000 50.88 43.55 9.87 

   20,000 48.97 43.55 13.25 

   25,000 45.76 43.41 19.14 

   30,000 40.29 43.21 29.05 

1 min 5 min 5 min 5,000 55.16% 43.55% 2.29% 

   10,000 53.57 43.55 5.10 

   15,000 51.86 43.55 8.13 

   20,000 46.16 43.22 18.70 

   25,000 38.73 43.12 31.91 

   30,000 33.24 43.23 41.45 
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Chapter 9: Conclusions for Part 2 

This study anticipates the fraction of single-person trips that appear easily matched with 

one another, making them excellent candidates for dynamic ride-sharing across the Orlando 

metropolitan area. Several studies have simulated the operations of SAV fleets but without the 

comprehensive nature of this cellphone-based dataset (e.g., taxi datasets do not reflect other modes 

of travel) and/or without other key data (e.g., actual travel times). With such data in hand, and a 

new setting for simulation (a Florida city and major destination for many vacationers), the results 

obtained here may be relevant for many interested in encouraging SAV use and DRS, to keep 

travel costs, VMT, emissions, and congestion down, as self-driving vehicles start making travel 

easier. 

The trip-matching algorithm employed here suggests that nearly 60% of all single-person 

trips occurring each day in Orlando appear matchable to other trips taking place (for those traveling 

solo), with less than 5 minutes of added total travel time (including any wait time). Any added 

willingness to wait (up to 10 minutes or 15 minutes, maximum, for example) brings this percentage 

up (to 74.0% and 80.6%, respectively), suggesting substantial opportunities for VMT reduction 

and shared-fleet activities in many (and probably all) cities around the U.S. and presumably around 

the world. The second part of the paper used a fleet simulation algorithm to gauge the fleet size 

requirements to achieve the above predicted levels of ride-sharing. Results suggest that a fleet size 

of around 30,000 SAVs would be needed to serve around 45% of Orlando’s 3 million single-

traveler trip demands (i.e., not counting existing carpools by family, friends, and colleagues). 

Under slightly relaxed trip delays and search times, such as 15 and 2 minute maxima, respectively, 

the optimal required fleet size required may be significantly reduced but is not tested here due to 

computational hurdles. 

One important limitation arising here is the assumed disaggregation of trips, over space 

and time. Uniform temporal and spatial disaggregation was used, to spread AirSage cellphone trip 

ends over time and space. In reality, many trips may be more concentrated, increasing the 

likelihood of trip-matching, especially during peak times of day. Real-world implementations may 

be even more successful. 
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In addition, average vehicle occupancies form an integral part of determining how effective 

the fleet is at matching and sharing trips. To do this, vehicle occupancies need to be computed at 

each leg and averaged over distance or time. The complexity involved in tracking the fleet with 

limited information from the network has limited the scope of the study to understanding only the 

number of trips served. However, the framework can be modified as a next step to compute this 

AVO. In addition to this, although it is true that shared trips can significantly reduce the number 

of vehicles using the road infrastructure, it cannot be said with 100% certainty that congestion will 

fall. This is because of the induced demand from lower-cost transportation and the intensity with 

which a shared fleet with a limited size will have to operate. The effect of fleet operations can be 

captured by computing the VMT of this fleet and comparing it with the literature. Again, this can 

be included in the simulation framework to achieve more comprehensive results. Regardless of 

such changes to this work, the results deliver very strong evidence of DRS as a highly viable way 

to reduce vehicle use and VMT in a metro region. All it requires is travelers’ willingness to share 

rides with people they do not yet know. Hopefully, that will not pose a challenge long-term, so 

that our cities and nations can reduce fossil fuel reliance, emissions, congestion, and travel costs. 
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Appendix A – MATLAB Codes Assisting Survey Work 

MATLAB code snippets provided below and Appendix B are the pseudo-codes used to 

carry out several analysis as elucidated in the thesis. 

PERFORMING ITERATIVE PROPORTIONAL FITTING USING DEMOGRAPHIC DATA TO WEIGHT 

RESPONSES 

%% MATLAB Code to perform IPF on multiple dimensions of demographic data 

  

%% Extract population demographic data from file 

ImpPopData; 

%load('PopData.mat'); 

  

%% Import PUMS data for the US and for Texas 

load('US_PUMS.mat'); 

load('Tex_PUMS.mat'); 

  

%% Sample characteristics 

Tot = 2588; 

  

%% Weights file indexed by respondent 

US_Weights = ones(Tot,1); 

Tex_Weights = ones(Tot,1); 

  

%% US - Iterations to reduce variance to 0.1%;  

for iterations = 1:10000 

    disp(num2str(iterations)); 

    age = [21 29.5 39.5 54.5 69.5]; 

    %% Example IPF for US Edu 

    for edu = 1:6 

        for i = 1:5 % Age For males 

            US_Weights(Edu==edu & Age==age(i) & Sex == 1) = US_Weights(Edu==edu & Age==age(i) & Sex == 1) 

.* US_PUMS_3Edu(edu,i,1)/(sum(US_Weights(Edu==edu & Age==age(i) & Sex == 1))*100/Tot); 

        end 

        for i = 1:5 % Age For females 

            US_Weights(Edu==edu & Age==age(i) & Sex == 2) = US_Weights(Edu==edu & Age==age(i) & Sex == 2) 

.* US_PUMS_3Edu(edu,i,2)/(sum(US_Weights(Edu==edu & Age==age(i) & Sex == 2))*100/Tot); 

        end 

    end 

end 

 

 

save('Weights.mat','US_Weights','Tex_Weights'); 
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Appendix B – MATLAB Codes for Estimating Dynamic Ride-Sharing 

Potential 

CREATING A NETWORK IN MATLAB FROM TRANSCAD DATA 

%% Import links with necessary data using the importLinks script 

EndNodes = importNodeEnd('Orlando Links 06062017.csv'); 

LinkTimes = importTime('Orlando Links 06062017.csv'); 

LinkCapacity = importCap('Orlando Links 06062017.csv'); 

  

%% Create edgetable for creating a graph 

EdgeTable = 

table(EndNodes(:,2:3),LinkTimes,LinkCapacity,EndNodes(:,1),'VariableNames',{'EndNodes','Time','Capac

ity','TAZ'}); 

  

%% Create network 

network = digraph(EdgeTable); 

network.Edges.Weight = network.Edges.Time; 

  

save('OrlandoNetwork2.mat','cleanNetwork','TAZs'); 
 

CREATING A TEMPORALLY AND SPATIALLY DISAGGREGATED TRIP REQUEST FILE 

FROM AGGREGATED DATASETS 

parpool(24); 

circ_trip_time = 2; %Time in minutes for trips within TAZs 

sigma = 2; %Variability in trip end times 

  

%% Use network file for spatial disaggregation 

% % run('CreateNetwork.m'); 

% % % Alternatively, just load the network file. But loading doesn't work 

% on TACC 

 

%% Subscriber class 

% Home Worker = 1 

% Resident Worker = 2 

% Outbound Commuter = 3 

% Inbound Commuter = 4 

% Short Term Visitor = 5 

% Long Term Visitor = 6 

Classes = {'Home Worker', 'Resident Worker', 'Outbound Commuter', 'Inbound Commuter', 'Short Term 

Visitor', 'Long Term Visitor'}; 

  

%% Trip purpose 

% Home-Work HW = 1 

% Work-Home WH = 2 
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% Home-Other HO = 3 

% Other-Home OH = 4 

% Other-Work OW = 5 

% Work-Other WO = 6 

% Home-Home HH = 7 

% Other-Other OO = 8 

% Work-Work WW = 9 

Purposes = {'HW','WH','HO','OH','OW','WO','HH','OO','WW'}; 

  

%% Import SP file obtained from TransCAD 

SPTravelTimes = ImportSPTravelTimes('TravelTime_ODPairs.csv'); 

  

%% Main loop for smearing out the daily trips 

  

for day = 1:30 

    %% Import trip file for each day 

     

    %% Form the trip request file 

    parfor loop = 1:size(O,1) 

        %Loop over all origins and destinations 

        minute = 0; 

        while (minute < 60) 

            %% Split trips uniformly through the hour 

             

            %% Add variance in trip departure 

             

            %% Pick a node from set of nodes in TAZ for spatial disaggregation. 

             

             

            %% Arrange request file 

        end 

    end 

    %% Save the request file for each day 

end 

  

TRIP MATCHING ALGORITHM IRRESPECTIVE OF FLEET SIZE 

%parpool(24); 

  

clear all 

  

%% Create the network from the TransCAD table 

% % run('CreateNetwork.m'); 

% % % Alternatively, just load the network file. 

temp = load('OrlandoNetwork2.mat'); 

cleanNetwork = temp.cleanNetwork; 

  

clearvars temp; 

  

%% Sharing characteristics 
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maxExtraTime = 5; 

waitingTime = 5; 

maxOcc = 4; 

  

%DRS toggle 

DRS = 0; 

  

%% Counting vehicle trips 

tripsNotCounted = 0; 

totalTrips = 0; 

  

%% Create requests from trip data and by smearing out trips 

% % run('CreateRequests.m'); %Takes too long, run separately. 

% % % Alternatively, just load the requests that you need. 

load(strcat('Day_',num2str(day),'_requests.mat')); 

 

%% Sort the requests by departure time. 

Request = sortrows(Request,7); 

 

%% Check ridesharing possibilities 

for req = 1:size(Request,1) 

    if(rand > 0.5) 

        Request(req,[11 12]) = [2 2]; 

        tripsNotCounted = tripsNotCounted + 1; 

        totalTrips = totalTrips + 1; 

        continue; 

    end 

     

    totalTrips = totalTrips + Request(req,9); 

     

    if(Request(req,11) == 0 && DRS == 0) 

        if(Request(req,9) > maxOcc) 

            Request(req,11) = 1; 

        else 

            matches = []; 

            matches = Request(% logical indexing to get trips that may be shareable,: ); 

            for matchCheck = 1:size(matches,1) 

                      effDep = max(Request(req,8),matches(matchCheck,8)); 

                      effArr = max(Request(req,10),matches(matchCheck,10)); 

                 

                if(%% All conditions are met, then match trips) 

                    Request(matches(matchCheck,1),11) = 1; 

                    Request(req,11) = 1; 

                    break; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

  

    if(Request(req,12) == 0 && DRS == 1) 

        if(Request(req,9) > maxOcc) 

            Request(req,12) = 1; 
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        else 

            CurrRoute = shortestpath(cleanNetwork,Request(req,2),Request(req,3)); 

            if(~isempty(CurrRoute)) 

                matches = []; 

                matches = Request(% logical indexing, : ); 

                if(size(matches,1)>20) 

                    matches = matches(1:20,:); 

                end 

                miniReq = Request(req,:); 

                outerFlag = zeros(size(matches,1),1); 

                parfor matchCheck = 1:size(matches,1) 

                    start = miniReq(8); 

                    finish = miniReq(10); 

                    currOcc = miniReq(9); 

                    currMatch = matches(matchCheck,:); 

                    o = CurrRoute(1); 

                    d = CurrRoute(end); 

                     

                    nodeSkip = unique([CurrRoute(1) CurrRoute(ceil(end*0.25)) CurrRoute(ceil(end/2)) 

CurrRoute(ceil(end*0.75))]); 

  

                     

                    flag = 0;  

                    for i = 1:size(nodeSkip,2) %% Check at each point en route 

                         

                        %% New pickup time 

                        %% Time for first dropoff after pickup 

                        %% Time to get to middle of the route 

                         %% Time to get to first drop off without pickup 

                         %% Time for second drop off 

                        %% Time for second trip without sharing 

                         

                        if(%% trip matching conditions) 

                            flag = 1; 

                            break; 

                        end 

                    end 

                     

                    if(flag == 1) 

                        outerFlag(matchCheck) = 1; 

                    end 

                end 

                 

                if(any(outerFlag) == 1) 

                Request(matches(find(outerFlag == 1,1),1),12) = 1; 

                Request(req,12) = 1; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

  

    if(mod(req,1000)==0) 
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               save('ODMatchStats.mat','Stats','ODMatchStats'); 

    end 

end 

  

save('FinalODMatchStats.mat'); 

 

 

FLEET-BASED DYNAMIC RIDE-SHARING ANALYSIS 

parpool(48); 

  

clear all 

  

%% Create requests from trip data and by smearing out trips 

% % run('CreateRequests.m'); %Takes too long, run separately. 

% % % Alternatively, just load the requests that you need. 

temp = load('Day_2_requests.mat'); 

Request = temp.Request; 

clearvars temp; 

  

%% Create the network from the TransCAD table 

% % run('CreateNetwork.m'); 

% % % Alternatively, just load the network file. 

temp = load('OrlandoNetwork2.mat'); 

cleanNetwork = temp.cleanNetwork; 

clearvars temp; 

  

%% Characteristics of the ride-sharing service 

maxOcc = 4; 

maxWaitingTime = 5; 

maxSearchTime = 0; 

maxExtraTripTime = 5;  

timeAddedPerPersonFromSameTAZ = 1; 

unserviced = 0; 

  

%% Counting vehicle trips 

tripsNotCounted = 0; 

totalTrips = 0; 

  

%% Sort the requests by departure time. 

Request = sortrows(Request,7); 

% Remove the rows with 0 trips made. 

Request(any(Request(:,8)==0,2),:) = []; 

% Remove self-trips for SAVs 

Request(any(Request(:,1)==Request(:,2),2),:) = []; 

  

%% Waiting Requests 

WaitReq = []; 
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%% SAVs and their data creation 

noOfSAVs = 0; 

SAV = 

struct('ID',[],'Loc',[],'pDest',[],'dDest',[],'OccList',0,'TotOcc',0,'ETA',0,'Tot',0,'Status',cell(0),'CurrRoute',cell

(0)); 

  

%% SAV generation active 

DryRun = 0; 

  

if(~DryRun) 

    noOfSAVs = 5000; 

    parfor i = 1:noOfSAVs 

        SAV(i).ID = i; 

        SAV(i).Loc = randi([1 1400]); 

        SAV(i).dDest(:) = [0 0]; 

        SAV(i).OccList(:) = [0 0]; 

        SAV(i).TotOcc = 0; 

        SAV(i).Status = 'idle'; 

        SAV(i).ETA = 0; 

    end 

end 

  

%% Loop through the requests in a day. 

nextStep = 0; 

  

for req = 1:size(Request,1)     

    if(rand > 0.5) 

        %unserviced = unserviced + 1; 

        tripsNotCounted = tripsNotCounted + 1; 

        totalTrips = totalTrips + 1; 

        continue; 

    end 

     

    totalTrips = totalTrips + Request(req,8); 

     

    nextReq = Request(req,:); 

    %% Update location of SAV each minute 

    if(~isempty(SAV) && nextStep == 1) 

        parfor update = 1:noOfSAVs 

            r = 2; 

            if(strcmp(SAV(update).Status,'idle')==0) 

                %% Update SAV Route 

                               

                %% Update ETA of each vehicle 

             

             

            %% If reached pickup destination, activate dropoff 

             

            end 

        end 

    end 

    %% Allocation - Main Block 
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    while(1) 

        %% SAV generation or allocation 

        if(isempty(SAV) && DryRun == 1) %Initial generation 

             

            %Update fleet size 

            noOfSAVs = noOfSAVs + SAVsReqd; 

             

        elseif(sum(ismember([SAV(sum(cat(1,SAV.OccList)) < maxOcc).Loc],closestSAVLoc))==0 && 

DryRun == 1) %Generate if no SAV is available 

             

            SAVsReqd = ceil(currReq(8)/maxOcc); 

            parfor i = noOfSAVs+1:noOfSAVs + SAVsReqd 

                SAV(i).ID = i; 

                SAV(i).Loc = currReq(1); 

                SAV(i).dDest(:) = [currReq(2) 0]; 

                SAV(i).ETA = currReq(9) - currReq(7); 

                SAV(i).CurrRoute = {shortestpath(cleanNetwork,currReq(1),currReq(2))}; 

                SAV(i).Status = 'dropoff'; 

            end 

             

            for i = noOfSAVs+1:noOfSAVs + SAVsReqd 

                SAV(i).OccList(:) = [min(maxOcc,currReq(8)) 0]; 

                SAV(i).TotOcc = sum(SAV(i).OccList(:)); 

                currReq(8) = currReq(8) - min(maxOcc,currReq(8)); 

            end 

             

            %Update fleet size 

            noOfSAVs = noOfSAVs + SAVsReqd; 

             

        elseif(sum(ismember([SAV([SAV.TotOcc] < maxOcc).Loc],closestSAVLoc))>0) %Assign nearest 

SAV 

            nearbySAVList = [SAV([SAV.TotOcc] < maxOcc & ismember([SAV.Loc],closestSAVLoc)).ID]; 

            prevReqRem = currReq(8); 

            for i = nearbySAVList % for each SAV 

                % Check for nearby trips 

         

        %% Running through waitlist 

    end 

     

    %% Add to waitlist 

    if(currReq(8)>0) 

        if(isempty(WaitReq)) 

            WaitReq = [maxSearchTime currReq(1,:) 0]; 

        else 

            WaitReq = [WaitReq;[maxSearchTime currReq(1,:) 0]]; 

        end 

    end 

     

     

    %% Check time lapse 

    if(req~=size(Request,1)) 

        if(currReq(7) < Request(req+1,7)) 
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            nextStep = 1; 

            %% Remove from wait list 

            if(~isempty(WaitReq)) 

                WaitReq(:,1) = WaitReq(:,1) - 1; 

                unserviced = unserviced + sum(WaitReq(WaitReq(:,1)<=0,9)); 

                WaitReq(WaitReq(:,1)<=0,:) = []; 

            end 

        else 

            nextStep = 0; 

        end 

    end 

  

end 
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Glossary 

AV - Autonomous Vehicle 

AVO - Average Vehicle Occupancy 

DRS - Dynamic Ride-Sharing 

LD - Long-distance 

MPO - Metropolitan Planning Organization 

O-D - Origin-Destination 

SAV - Shared Autonomous Vehicle 

TAZ - Traffic Analysis Zone 

TNC - Transportation Network Company 

VMT - Vehicle-Miles Travelled 

WTP - Willingness to Pay 
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